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What does every
•• ' I:.com~etltlvegearmaaer

In the business
have in co . lion?

APL, IElperie, ,ce
From ihiglillproduction manufacturinq Ilines
to small job shops, knowl'edgeable
'g,earmakers rely on the most experienced
CNC mactunes in the industry ...Pfa!Uter
and Lorenz from American Pfauter. In
particular" the PE 150 CNC IHobber and
the' LS152 CNC Shaper" which are
CAD/CAM designed, engineered and built
by American IPfauter, are used in more
gear manufacturing applications today
than any emer ONC machines,

,APL IFleli _ility
One major reason for the widespread
pO,pulla.myof both machines is their
complete flexibiHty to handle virl.ually any
lot size economically., !Latest generation
CNC controls make' Iprogram preparation
and execution an easy task for a single
,operator. The PE1150 and LS 152 have
become the reliable standards in
aerospace, automotive, truck. and tractor"
and job shops of ,every size,

,11111111 ,

APL, Aul,omalion
Another reason for broad indust,ry
aoceptance of the PE 150 and LS 152 is
their adaptabillity to f,l'exible automation
systems. Loadinglunloading systems are
,designed to minimiize non-productive time.
Expandable storage capacity substantially
increases unattended 'o,Perat,ion.Sim,p'le.
quick-change toolingl increases eHiciency.

.APL, Commilme:- I
Amer,ican Pfauter lis oommittedl to oH,ering
the finest CNC gear manufacturing
equipment available. Everything fr·om
individual hobbiingl,gri'ndingl, shaping,
measuringl and finishing machines. to
customized fl'exible gear manufacturing
cells and systems fOr ,large or small lot
sizes.

For additionall information. contact
American Pfauter Ltd., 925 Estes Avenue
Elk 'Grove ViUage, Ill. 60007.
Phone (312) '640-7500.
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BOOTH ~434,436

The PNC-40 is the fastest, most accurate g;earr
tester available ... anywhere ..It was design.ed to
meet or exceed the most demandingl in,spection
requirements, of today's modern, gear production
facility. The'~Ulnyautomatic, 6,axis, CiNC controlled
tester" checks; iinvolute, lead, line of action, pitch
and tooth concentrlclty ,ofstraight or helical gears
and additional software packages are avaiilable.

Linked with an IHPdesk computer, the PNC-40
provioes a system for fully automated data

~ KLiNGELNBERG

•'lbe fully aulomati:c
CNC ,co-ntrolledl
PNC·,40' Gear' Tester'
evaluation and documentation to AGMA tolerance
fie lids and 'customer tolerance specifications.

The addition of an industrial robot provides a
fully ,automatic, unmanned, fllexible inspection cell.

For further information and a copy of our corn-
plete liter,ature, contact: Klingelnbergl Corporation,
15200 Foltz Industrial Parlkway, Cleveland', OH 44136.
Phone (216),572-2100.
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tD r ..Possibly,

you hllv. never heard 01 91ft!!. Bul, Ihous.ndl 01 our variely 01'
gur producing) machtnes IhavII been ml!n!!IacllHed lor 40 years.

[USER REFERENCES AVAlABlEJ

s!pECIIEU;;UI·ONS
Maximum gear dLameter 20~
Maximum face WIdth" 5-
!Mllixlmum pll:cil 4DP
Includes (50) Change g."s

Magnetic cmp ronve~r

GEAR SHAPERS
Mod.1 .GS8 2 IS-a,a I 2- lace)
IoIoftI fGS20·S (20· dll • 5- race)

IlllV$r.lIAr£D .r lEHI

OTHER MACHINES
Bevel geaf Oineriiors sp ra! &: sltaig:hl
Cuner grinGo's shap'nQ. shay ng & hob
CyclOid g.iiI, rmuars
Gelr grinder. Ilralgil"lt. corneal, ItHl!!'r:nsl

cyclOida! & "wQ,m- .. heel
Gear hObbtr,s 1 inch to "'0 root dame-1sf
Gear horui'tQ macnl"e-s
Gear r.o.se ["lIng mathlnes
G,ar sha ....'s
Hypo d gar..eraLOtl. Ilppers &: testers
Rack shape'.
Splrne Shall milling machrnes
loon; chamfering macfilnes
Worm 'W"'ee~ hoDbel'S

INTRODUCTQRY pRICE
MQdel IGS8·2 $27.750 ,educed to $19.450
MOdol 'GS20·S $79.995 reduced 10 $55.950

lLJ.W/TED OFFER}

VI.I! ,oyr Ot"ol' "D£MO-CEHTE,A" 10 lee
10' you"'tll: ('1'3) 6Sj·1200 (Dick floe)

UN'MlEJ- RD OF -1_ ..... lpro1lts
as Ii Q:$Uk!' 0' Inv.lling 25'" ID', tnil1' you 'wouJd .lpee'!.

4 'Gear Jechnology

po. BOX 36754
ANGEL ES. CA 90036

(21'3) 933·0311

CIRCLE A-9 ONREA!DER REPLY CA'RO

DEBURR SII!MIPLE 018 DIFFICULT GEA.RS
and smooth radii and edges on internal or external
surfaces comp.letely and efficiently time after time.
ANODE MECHANICAL DEBUIRIRING (AMD), invented
and developed by Cation, combines a special moving

tool-cathode 'With electrochemical metal
rnovat AMD removes heavy and irr,egular_----III.. burrs with minimal effect on the

stocx AMD is pr,ecisely
controllable and repeat-
able. lEdge break, radll
and stock removal can
be accurately pre-
calculated and con-
trolled.

AMD is stress fr,ee and
a pplies to any sta mped,
machined or cast con-
ductive metal. Use it
productively on parts
not responsive to vl-
bration, tumbling and:
blasting.

AMD produces cost
savings and deburrs
where olher melhods

CAT.DIN
CORPORATION

99 Ridgeland Rd
Rochester, NY 14623

116·421-2460

CIRCLE A-40 ONI READER REPLY CA_RO
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Our Modell 3000 CC 'Gear Analyzer is a
third generation CNC ,gear inspection sys-
tem incorporating all of the comprehensive
analytical tests and evaluation capabilities
of previous M & M systems, such as our
Modell 2000, but with these added
capabi lities:
• Dramatically Improved speed and accu-

racy through new mechanical system
design and advanced CNC control. Ask
about our proprietary ZFE (Zero Follow~
ing Error) technology ..

• Computer hardware and applications
software are modular to aHow the user
to buy only the required capabiility. This
makes the 3000 aCa.daptab'le to labo-
ratory testlnQl or produonon-llne
tnspectlon,

• Int'egrated Statistical Process Control
with local data Ibaseca:pability is an
optional feature.

• Networking with MAPS compatibility is
available.

• Robotic Iintertacing for totally aut,omatic
loadltestlunloadoperation can be
incorporated. .

Srnart? Probe package·.
lVDT gage head and-
uprocessor-based conver-
tor deliver high-speed mea-
surement data 'in jLJnches.

Operator Control Panel for
part loading and machIne
set up. Also provides, ,gage-
head meter indication.

Alpha-numeric keyboa.rd with "Mouse"
for one-time entry of ;part prinl and toler-
ance data. "Mouse" permits. use of CAD
techniques.



System Control: Center Is
color graphics CRT with
"touch· screen" control for
fast and simple operation.

Graphics printer copies CRT
graphics and tabular lest
data,

All of mese advanced features can be in-
corporated into the delivered system or
added as a field upgrade at a later time.
For more information or applications
assistance, wrilt,eer call:
M & M Precision Systems. 300 Progress
IRd., West Carrollton, OH 45449',
513/859-8.273, TWX B1OJ450-2,6.26,
FAX 513/859-4452.

M&M .",ECISIt:lN
SYSTEMS'

AN ACME-CLEVELAND OOMP'ANY

Viisit US at:
GEA'R, EXIPO '87'

IBooth #409

Graphics plotter delivers multi·
color hard copy 01,graphics and
tal>ular test data,

eNC status monitor provides
status and positional display
01mechanical system and
CNC control functions.

CIRCLE A-¢ ON READER REPLYCARD,



Forget that ClI'v\Ais one of the top gear
hobbing machine producers in the world,
Disregard the fact that you get superior
reliability and engineering from a company
that has been a gear cutter pioneer for
over 40 years,

Remember that CIMA.
started in Italy.

That's where ClMA. built its legendary
commitment to customer satisfaction. And,
until now, that's where you had to go for
ClMA. quality, No more, CIN\A USA is now
headquartered in Richmond, Virginia. Which
means your assembly takes place in
America and every CIMA machine is now
built to the American standard .. , your
standard,

king in America,
CIMA Saves You Money.

Now, you buy direct from an American
manufacturer; CIN\A USA. So, lower costs
for you, plus better and faster CIN\A service
and more accessible ClI'v\Agear production
consultants.

You know that CIN\A can reduce your
labor cost per job, Because (IMA's
advanced computerized automations trim
set up time, speed up tool changes and
provide greater cutting accuracy and
flexibility.

Get Savings In Gear with CIMA.
Better quality, lower costs. Now, get it all

in gear with a call to ClMA.-USA, Give us a
welcome call or circle us on the reader
card to cut your cost now that (IMAPs here.

CIMA·USA
Division of G.D. P.M. Inc,
501 Southlake Boulevard
Richmond, VA 23236
(804) 794-9764

Robot Loading System Telefax (804)794-6187. Telex 684-4252

M.anualLoading

Automatic Loading

Cut your cost
on every gear.

ow that
C MA's here.

CIRCLE A-10 ON READER REPLYCARD



NO SURPRISE
For the last few years, the market has been tough

for the U.S. gear industry. That statement will cause
no one any surprise. The debate is about what to do.
One sure sign of thiS is the enormous attention Con-
gress and the federal government are now plaCing on
"competitiveness ...

As illustrated by the debates In Congress, there
seem to be plenty of Ideas. Reform of trade legislation
constrtutes one part of the answer, and changes in
the tax or product liability laws would also help.
AGMA is working for these reforms, but most often
what I hear from gear executives is "success lies on
my own shop floor, not in what Washington is going
to do for me." Even if the federal government does
remove some of the hurdles. the only winners in the
"compemveness race" are gOing to be those who
decide on their own to put on track shoes.

It's easy to blame others for our problems-or to ex-
pect someone else to solve them. Even when there is
a lot of justification for the feeling that someone else
may be at fault we're the only ones that really con-
trol our own fate

This same idea was revealed in a recent survey of

Author: Mr, Richard B. Norm~t IS the Executlve Dtrectot
of the Amencan Gear Manufaaurers Association. He Joined
tne AGMA staff In July of '985. after workll7g With the
National Association of Manufacturers for over 10 years. He
ooumea a Masters Degree and did doccoral work in u.s.
busmess history at The Amencan University where he also
served on the faculty

AGMA members on the
impact of international
trade. Again. the results
come as no surprise. How
severelya company is feel-
ing the pressures of com-
petition, both domestically
and internationally. has a
direct correlation with the
age of a gear company's
equipment. One example
was found among the
manufacturers of fine pitch gearing-over two-thirds
reported that they were experiencmq severe comperr-
tion. These same companies Indicated that the average
age of their machinery was 2 I .3 years. ThIS is a big
contrast to the other one-third of the fine pitch gear
makers. whose average age of equipment was only
142 years. or 7.1 years less.

Ttus seems to be an important statistic. especiasy
since similar figures appear in almost every other seg-
ment of the Industry studied. You can quickly draw
the conclusion that to be truly competitive, you need
to utrlize the latest technology

So how did that lead us to organize the AGMA
trade show, GEAR EXPO '877 Again, no surprise. for
there is a direct connection. For years. AGMA has
been a good source of the latest technical Information.
Our standards development process and our meetings
Involve people drawn from every corner of the world.

(continued on page 10)

,GEAR EXPO, GROWS Up'
AGMA's Gear .Expo '87 opens on October 4 and

runs through October 6 at the Cincinnati Convention
Center, Cincinnati, Ohio. Building on the foundation of
the mini-show held last October in Chicago, AGMA
this year offers over 30.0Cl0 sq. ft. of display space and
more than 100 booths for those marketing directly to
the gear manufacturing industry. This is the only US
show devoted exclusively to gears and gearing
products.

In addition to expanded display space, Gear Expo
also will have expanded exhibitor hours, with booths
being open for a total of 22 hours over the three days
of the show. Hours will be 10:00 to 6:00 on Sunday
and Monday and noon to 6:00 on Tuesday.

The Fall Technical Meeting will be held in conjunc-
tion with Gear Expo '87. Papers and presentations on
a varrety of SUbjectswill be offered. including gear
geometry. bevel gearing. rating and loads, new inspec-
tion techniques, wear and materials and new manu-
facturing processes. The Technical Meeting will be held
at the Cincinnati Hyatt Regency.

Gear Expo '87 and the Fall Technical Meeting are
being held in Cincinnati, Ohio. Cincinnati ISat the
center of the U.s. gear industry. Almost half of the in-
dustry is located within 300 miles of the expo and
meeting site.

For more information about Gear Expo '87 and the
Fall Technical Meeting. call Wendy Peyton at AGMA
Headquarters. (703) 684-0211.

July/August 1987 '9



the same trensrmssion could have performed satlsfactonly
were It connected to the engine through the right coupling
tor tne jot». As for the output coupling, the article '5 aim was
to bring forth the problems essoastea with the trammlttal
of pulsating torque in onvetmes of substantial po/ar memes.
The prmCiples described are applicable to output couplmgs
too, Mr Ceustre: rightly pointed out the need to apply these
consiae.at10m to the other end of the transmission,

I have to disagree with Mr. Cehstret's statement that the
selection of the couplmg with "{he lowest torsonet spnng
rate" contradicts economics, In my expenence. there is little,
If any. pnce difference among couplings of basically the same
size and configuration. but different spring rate Sometimes,
it isjust a matter of speotymq a different grade of the resilient
metens! m the coupling, and the maker may be offering a
Wide range of these with no price difference.

In response to the thlfd paragraph. the word equipment
was used to refer to any kind of dnven machinery In the case
descaoea in the article where the coupling fleXibility was to
protect the transmission, the couplmg would be most ettec-
tive If mstafled on the output from the engine (input to ttie
transmiSSion)

Finally. as a consouen: myself, I wholeheartedly agree with
Mr csssusrs recommendation in the fourth paragraph.

--- -----

I VIEWPOINT
Gear Couplings

In [he May/June Issueof your excellem maqazrne. Mr. Stan
Jakuba dIscussesa senous problem. not only for [he gear in-
dustry, but any machinery where fluctuatmg torque ISen-
countered. I would Irke to make the follOWing comments to
tns article:

I The statement' 'the transrntsson was properly selected
and SIzed" ISvery wrong! If it were properly selected, it would
not have failedl The engineer that selectsa transmission can-
not disregard the equipment the gears are connected to, It
boggles my mind that someone would select a transrrnsson
based only on horsepower, speed and ratio. and would not
ask what ISthe prrme mover and the driven rnacrune. If not
the engineer that selected the transmission, who has the
responsibility of selecting the couplIngS? Note the upper case
S;Mr, Jakuba should have discussedthe output coupling also.
I would like to recommend to you an ASME paper wrrtten
by Mr. John Wright and entitled "Flexible Couplings and the
CInderella Syndrome."

2 Mr. Jakuoa's concusron that one should selecta coupl-
Ing wun "the lowest rorsionat spring rate" dIsregards the
economics of coupling selection, Lower the sprrng rate -
larger the coupling - higher (he expense.

3 Mr. Jakuba makes the correct statement that the tor-
que peaks "will be higher with higher equipment inertia";
which equipment? In the case he describes,it ISapparent that
the transmission was a speed Increaser, hence, the engine
was driving the gear (large inertia), and the pinion was driv-
ing the generator Ivery large Inertia),Where should the "soft"
couplrng be Installed? At the input or at the output shaft7

4 The condusron I would have liked to have seen In Mr
Jakuba's arnde IS: leave the coupling selecnon to the
speoansrsl Selea eirher a coupling manufacturer that makes
more than one type of coupling or hire a speoaleed consul-
tant to perform a deSign audit on the couplings which are
proposed by various manufacturers.

Finally. Mr. Jakuba makes a basically wrong statement:
"The culprit in the case was a couplIng." The correct state-
ment should have read: The culpnt in the case was the Inex-
perienced enqmeer who selected the wrong coupling.

Michael M. Cahstrat
Director of EngIneering
Boyce Engineering

International. Inc.
Houston, TX

Mr jakuba's Reply:
It /salways a pleasure to read comments wruten by some-

one who IS as knowledgeable about the subject. as Mr.
Calistrdt obVIOUSly15.

Regarding hiStlrs: comment. the objeaive of the paragraph
was to present an attention catching example of the conse-
quences of poor engineermgJudgment. The point was that

J 0 Gear Technology

tcononued on page 44)

Guest Editorial
(continued from pg. 9)

enabling us to keep In touch with Innovations In the
deSign and manufacture of gears and gearing pro-
ducts, The world has become an International market
place of Ideas as well as goods, and AGMA proVides
one way to stay in touch with these developments
For example, the AGMA Fall Technical Meennq has
grown to an Internationally recognized session. both
in attendance and sources of quallty technical papers
ThIS year, over a third of the abstracts received for
presentation at this year's meeting came from sources
outsde of the U.S. and Canada

As good as this past approach has been. there still IS
a strong need for people In the gear industry to have
a place to SEEthe latest innovations for both deSign
and manufacturing. ExistIng trade shows do not offer
an answer-exhibitors In larger shows have to market
to the broadest group of attendees, and that just
doesn't focus on gear people. The only answer
seemed to be for AGMA to orqaruze GEAR EXPO

October 4-7 In CIncinnati provides a new opnon for
the Industry. With both the traditIonal AGMA Fall
Technical Meeting and the new GEAR EXPO being
held at that time, the Industry WIll have a genuine op-
portunity to see what it can do to make itself more
competitive, And here. there may be a surprise.



uniform becaaee 01 the effective lead error. ~ load
distribution factors I<tis and K,tJ are ueed in the ISO strength
rating formula(l) to account for the effects of the non-
uniform distribution of the load on the contact stress and the
bending stress at the root.

Hayashi(21 solved integral equations to calculate the load
distribution of helical gears. Conry and Seireg(31 developed
a mathematical programming technique to estimate the load
distribution and optimal amount of profile modification of
spur and helical gears. In these studies, the deflection of gear
teeth was estimated from that of thin cantilever plates of
uniform thickness. Niemann and Reister'" proposed an ex-
perimental formula for the factor of spur gears. The
authors(S.61 solved some problems of the load distribution

AUlHORS:

TOSH1~ TOBE was a member of the Department of Precision
Engineering at Toholru University rmtilltis retirement in 1985. He spent
much of his professiol1Q/ life studying the strength of gears, botll at
Tohohl University, where he earned his doctorate, and under Prof.
C. Nieman» at Mun.rclt Technical University in Germany.

KATSUMI rNOUE is an associate professor in the Department of
Precision Erlgineering at Tohoku University. He earned his doctorate
in engineering from the university in .1977 and had worked exten-
sively with Dr. T. Tabe on gear strength problems.

~~~~·.~~_n~~
1), which are in meeb the hJahest point of" tooth c0n-
tact of pinion, is taken as the typical example of c:alcuIadon.
Each tooth is regarded as a cantilever plate of varyins
thickness, and it is divided into 10 (in the direction of tooth
height) by 20 (in the direction of face width) rectangular
elements to analyze by FEM. (1) If bl "* bz, tooth 2 is divided
into 10 x 24 elements so that teeth 1 and 2 can come in con-
tact at the 21 nodes.

When a unit normal load is applied to node i of gear k
(k = 1, 2, corresponding to pinion and gear. respectively),
the deflection at node j, Wi. {~), in the direction of the line of
action can be determined as the sum of the deflection of the

Fig..I - Schematics of straddle-mounted and overhang-mounted spur gears.

.xllyIAugust 1987 11



tooth and the additional displacement due to the bending and
torsional deflection of gear bodies and shafts obtained by
Equations (A.I) to (A.4) in the Appendix, Introducing matrix
[H(k)L which is defined by Wi. (~J, in the following fonn

[H I = [W (kJ W(k) W(kJl (1)
. (k) l' 2"'" 21

where

{W·.(k
1

.h- (w (k) . . (k) 'W' (kJ)T
J - i, 1, Wi. 2, .•. I i,21

and (, .. }T is a transposed matrix. Any distributed load
{pllel}along the contact line is related to the deflection {w(k)}
at each node according to the equation

(2)

When these teeth are engaged, a certain distributed load
{p} arises along the contact line and necessarily {prIll =
{pIZl}.Then the relation between the load distribution and
accompanying deflection includlng relative approach can be
represented by the following equation

[H]{p} = {w} (3)

where the elements of matrices [HI and {w} are given by

H ' = H q)+ H (f) + o,,(wf'/p-)
I" I, J I, J IJ I I

(4)

where aij is Kronecker's delta, Pi is the element oJ {P} and
w ~ is the relative approach of teeth due to elastic contact.

The equilibrium equation and the condition of contact are
given by

21
1: Pi = Pll

i=1
(5)

Wi + (s;l10oo)
(6)

Pi = 0 (non-contact)

where (j is the rotating angle of gears and s, is the spacing
at the node i caused by the effective lead error and any crown-
ing. The load distribution {p}can be determined from Equa-
tion (3) under the conditions in (5) and (6).

The relative approach is estimated in this article by ap-
plying Lundberg's formula(Sl to the virtual cylinders with the
same length as the face width.

Comparison of Ft:M Solutions With the
Experimental Formula by Niemann and Reister

The load distribution and the maximum load intensity
Pm"" of the gears used in the experiment are shown in Fig. 2.
The deformation of shafts, bearings and housing is neglected
in the FEM calculation because the data are not given in their
article, The results obtained by FEM are very dose to the
results obtained by theirexperimental formula over the load
range of 20.6 to 345.2 N/mm. Pma>robtained by FEM is dose
to the value calculated by the AGMA strength rating for-
mula (9) (where stiffness is assumed to be G = 1.2 X 106

lb/in2 [IO/) under the heavy transmitted load ..On the other

12 'GecrTechnology

eo" 20,IJm
Pn /b" 134.8 N/mmOL---~--~ __~--~~o 10 20 30 40

y rnm

Fig.. 2a - Comparison of the load dlstribution.

800 m =3,5z, ":21
z2" 31
Xv, "0.0599
xv2,,0.0880
b =45
eo :,20 um 7"--\+-#:-'----1

i.....z
100

"",
r

Fig. 2b - Comparison of the maximum load intensity.

hand, the ISO strength rating formula (1) overestimates Pma;.c
about 49 to 8.4 per cent in comparison with the experimen-
tal formula.

L.ongitudinal load Distril:mtion factor
Empirical Formula for Longitudinal load Distribution

Factor. In this section, the longitudinal load distribution factor

K - Pmax where 'n = PnHt3 - -- .. - It''mean -
Pmean b

(7)

is calculated and a formula for the factor is proposed.

KHfj neglecting the effect of shaft stiffness. The longitudinal
load distribution factor is affected by the total stiffness, To
simplify the effect of the total stiHness on the load distribu-
tion, it is assumed in this article that the formula for KHj3
may be representedas the product of two terms: one is the
longitudinal load distribution factor of the pair of standard
gears Zl'Z2 = 18:18, and the other is the modification Iac-
ror of the gear ratio and the addendum modification.



The longitudinal load distribution factor KH,Bfor the stan-
dard gears Z1'ZZ = 18:18 is show-n in Fig. 3. The calculation
was performed for the various combinations of the tooth
dimension: m = 2.5 to 10 mmand b = 30 to UO mm, and
the transmitted load Pn/b = 100 to 600 N/mm. From these
results, the following empirical. formula was derived.

:[KHBl~:z2=18:18 = 1.00 + x(eo/b)o.9c5 (8)

where K is evaluated by the following equation.

1(= {3.26(b/m) + B.DO} (Pn/bm)-o.87 (9)
The influence of the gear ratio and the addendum modifica-

tion on KH,Bis then examined and the fo~lowing formula is
obtained.

The second factor of Equation (10) is the modification fac-
tor. This accounts for the effects of the gear ratio and the
addendum modification on KHQ, where IjJ is found from Fig.
4) as a function of b/m and 'Y. An example of the stiffness
ratio,¥ is shown in Fig ,. 5 where every pair of gears is en-
gaged at the pitch point. In this figure, total stiffness k is
calculated by the empirical formula of the tooth deflection
obtained by two-dimensional FEM!ll1 and by Lundberg's for-
mula when m = 5, b = 60 and Pn/b = 400 N/mm.

Although the value ·of total stiffness k depends on m, b
and P nIb, the stiffness ratio 'Y does not vary so much, and
Fig. 5 may be valid for common gears. The error of Equa-
tion (10) is about three per cent.

An example of the eHect of the difference of the face width
tl.b = b] - bz on KH,Bis shown in fig. 6, where the gears
are zl:z2= 18:40 and ~= 60.

KHr3 including the effect of shaft stiffness. Examples of
longitudinal load distribution factor of both straddle- and
overhang-mounted spur gears are shown in Fig. 7, where the
elastic deformation of bearings and housing is neglected. In

Pn Ilbm = 20 N Imm2

40 'N/mm2
801 IN/mm2

T20 N/mm2

Fig. 3- Longitudinal load distribution factor of 'standard gears itl,Z2 ..

18:18, b = ~ = b2 (Deformation of gear bodies and shahsare neglected.)

...
O.06t--iI---=f'\cr'-Ht--t-----t

fig. 4-Coeffident 4l.

b - face width of par tooth (1Nft:)
- distaN:e &om the Ilde

center of arc-ehaped Cl'01R111ia
- diameter of shaft (mm)

c

e ----
~-

st:reI8

KMP - bending moment dittrIbudon mgiUll--':-~~.

m .. module (mm) ~.!I~"'I

{I - load intensity or distn'buted Ioac:l - .... ~
length alona the contact line

Pn - transmitted narmal load (N)
r& - base radius (mm)
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Wb - mean _ •• 1IIlt

IllS defIec.tIoA of
distributecI unit load (,&mIN)

~w - displacement dlfelenc:e
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uniformly dIItrI&uted unit 10acI
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along the tooth heisht (mm)

Xv - addendum modtfk:ation c:oeffIa:JtGt
z - number of ... teeth
'Y - ratio of totII tt:iffneII of peIr

of the pair of standard .... Z)

,,* - poRtion of the point where CI'o.IVMAiIi
into COIdac:t (Jnm) t;,1Jl.~~

E - bendb1a IMIDB\t recluetion ClOIiHdl.r~~'&1
Suffixes 1 and 2 repneent pirdoD _r.tlli8=~ ..t
respectively.
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lIy2
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Xv,

Fig. 5 - Total stiffness k and stiffness ratio 'Y for g-ears of m - 5, b - 60
and F'n/b = 400: N/mm (Example: ZI = 18. Xvi - 0, Zl - 40, X.2 = 0; k
- 12.08 N/mm jLIII. 'Y .. L017!.

L15r-----~------~
o

!
1','--..

~x: m .. 5
zl" 18
z2" 40 1

b.2 = 60

1.05
1

1.0 ~--
o 0.05 0.'

6b/~

Ag. 6 - Example of the infl'uelll:e of the difference of face width .:libon KHd.

o

o 0 20 '" 60 10 tOO 120
f ...

these cases, the deflection of the shaHs exerts a great influence
IOnlongitudinal load distribution factor. When the spacing
between tooth surfaces increases because of the deflection of
the shafts the factor KH./lincreases, and vice versa ..The tur-
nings of the curves in these figures are caused by both the
compensatien of the initial lead error and the inversion of
the direction olthe lead error by the deflection of the shafts.

It is essential, therefore, to find the equivalent eHecti.ve lead
error ,e.equnder loading .. Therefore, the standard gear Zl:Z2

= 18: 18 was again adopted, and the longitudinal load
distribution factor KHi3for both straddle- and overhang-
mounted gear with the shaJts of various length and diameter
was calculated. The value of KH,!i0btained, was substituted
in Equation (8), and the value of lead error eo in the equa-
tion, namely, the equivalent effective lead error feq. was
estimated. In most strength rating formulas, the error eo',
which is the sum 'of the effective lead error eo under no-load,
and the displacement diHerence IlW between the side edges
of the gears due to the deflection of the shafts,

(Ill

1S used as the equivalent lead error to calculate the
longitudinal load distribution factor. The error eo' is,
however, larger than the equivalent lead error eeq 'estimated
above, except for the very rigid mounting. The relation
between ,eeqand eo' is expressed by the following equation.

(12)

Coefficient X is shown in Fig. 8. Consequently, when the
equivalent effective lead error eeq is estimated by Equations
(11) and (12), the longitudinal load distribution factor KH,B
is evaluated by the fol1owing formula:

KHP= {l.OO + x(eeq/b)o.9sJ {1.001 +¢(eeq/b)o.S} (13)

Equation (13) was tested for other pairs of gears. Its error
is about six per cent, unless mountings of small rigidity or
extreme asymmetryare used.

l' 4 Gear Technology

Fig. 7a &; '7b - Examples of Iongitud inal load distribution factor For straddle-mounted (Il:'Itl and overhang-mounted gears (right).
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T:able' 2 ,Comparison, of IlongitucUnal load dltrlbutlon'actor KHP

Comparison of KHI~with ,the Vafues in ISO and AGMA *

Taking the example started in Table 1, KH,Bvalues are com-
pared in Table 2. The factor KHjl using the Formula (13) is
very dose to, the calculated values. ISO formula give 10 to
30 per cent larger values except for the case of small lead er-
ror. The AGMA formula gives fairly close values of KI11 as
a whole. The lead error eo' was used in the calculation of
KHjl in ISO and Km in AGMA. The fundamental formulas
for the factor in ISO and kGMA are same, but the values
of the meshstiHness are different. The stiffness ,c., ""
c'(O,75E" + 0.25), recommended in 150m, is about 2.8 times
the stiffness G in kGMA(]O} and is about 2 times the stiff-
ness k obtained by Our finite element analysis.nt) This is the
reason that 'the ISO formula gives large KH,s as compared
with the AGMA formula and the proposed Formula (13).

Bending Moment Distribution Factor
The plate 'theory gives more gentle distribution of bending

moment at the root 'than the beam theory, and the 'effect is
represented by 'the coefficient ~ defined as follows:

,E=M~. mn = M~.IIW<
M. It. 0 Pmax. Ip

(14)

where M~. m~" and Mx. 0 are the maximum bending moment
at. the root calculated by the plate theory and by the beam
theory. respectively, and Ip is the length of moment arm. The

"Details shown in Appendix 8.
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bending moment distribution factor KM~ is defined as
follows:

Mx, max

M, mean

Mx. max

Po/b) lp
(15)

If the loading position and the root location adopted in
this article and in ISO are same, KM~ in our definition may
be equal to KF~ in the formula of ISO. * * From Equations
(14) and (15), KMt3 is derived as follows:

(IS')

For standard gears zl :z2 = 18: 18 engaged at the highest
point of single tooth contact of gear I, the calculated coeffi-
cient ~ of gear 1,~o = [~]z1:z2=18:18, is shown in Fig. 9.
Using this result, the coefficient ~ of any gears can be ap-
proximately estimated by the following equation:

~ = 1.00 - (1.00 - ~o) Xp/m
1.59

(16)

The value 1.59 indicates Xp/m of the gear 1 mentioned
above. The value of ~.obtained by Equation (16) is valid to
estimate the bending moment distribution factor KM~ of
both straddle- and overhang-mounted gears without any
crowning.

Total Stiffness. of Gears with Effedive Lead Error
When a pair of gears with effective lead error is in mesh,

the maximum deflection at the meshing position is larger than
the deflection of the same gears without lead error.

The total stiffness, which is defined in this article as the
ratio of the transmitted load and the maximum deflection,
decreases with the increase of the effective lead error or KH,B.
as shown in Fig.. 10. In these cases, the relative approach
estimated from Lundberg's formula is included and the deflec-
tion of shafts is neglected. In the case of KH(:l = 1, the stiff-
ness is about six to twelve per cent larger than the stiffness
which is estimated by two-dimensional FEM..(11) The em-
pirical formula is obtained from Fig. 10 as follows;

k = (P n/b)/[Wl + W2 + wPlmax

k = KH~-o.96[kJKH~=1 (17)

Optima~ Amount of Crowning
To minimize the longitudinal load distribution factor of

a pair of gears with effective lead error e.w this section
determines the optimal amount of arc-shaped crowning. The
center of the curvature of the crowning is assumed to lie be-
tween the side edges of the tooth.

Referring to Fig. 11, the total spacing between tooth sur-

··KF~is the longitudinal load distribution factor for bending stress in ISOlll
and accounts For the effect of load distribution across the face width on the
bending stress at the tooth root. It is given by the following equation,

KF = Ktf
N = (b/h)2

l+b/h+(b/h)'

blh = ratio of face width to tooth height. the minimum of b,/h, or ~/h2

16 Gear Technology

Fig. 9 - Coefficient Eo for the calculation of KM~'

m = 5
b;; 45-120

z

Fig. 10 - Total stiffness of a pair of spur gears with effective lead error.

[If1,...- b1 ----:--"'1.-

I~. I. . -.. E'eq

f2·1~
. .. Y($!toddle-mQunt~d)

y (Qv~rhong - mounted)

fig. 11- Spacing between tooth surfaces caused by the effective lead error
(left) and the crowning (right).



faces due to the lead frrorand the crowning is expressed in
the following form;

= eeq'"fl-:~2 + ,ell-Cl-1l)2 + e/2-C2 __ 71j2
b2 Cl C2

where 'fj = y Em" straddle-mounted gears
TJ= y - 1 for overhang-mounted gears,

When both tooth surfaces just come into contact at 'I =
11 ", the position TJ" is obtained from

dSohl} =0

d1j' 'I=11:*
as follows:

11*' = .... (19)

The spacing s(1I) is therefore obtained by subtracting the
minimum .of 50 from 50('1) and represented in the fonowing
expression.

5(11) '=so{l1) - So min

=- 50(71) - so('I)~)

(18)

To locate the maximum load intensity at the required posi-
H.onl'/'= 71 ", the shapes of crowning of both pinion and gear,
(eh Cl) and ('e.2'(2), should satisfy the following equation,
which is derived from Equation (19).

el~(fl +CI-?)''') + ezcf(f2+c2-'II*) - ci~eeq = 0 (21)
2b2

And to minimize the longltudinal Ioad distribution factor
for the given value of 1/10, the coefficient of '12 in Ithe Equa-
tion (20.), namely,

(22)

has to be minimized,
For example, the longi.tudinalload distribution of the pair

of gears studied in Table 1 is shown. in Fig. 12. In thtscakula-
tion, only pinion is given the arc-shaped crowning listed in.
Table 3..The solid curves 1,2,3 and 41in Fig. 12 show the
load distribution of the gears with the optima] amount of
crowning. The maximum load Pmax is reduced about 40 per
cent as compared with Pmax of the gears without crowning.
On the other hand, the load distribution of the gears with
the larger value ofel/ct is not so reduced. Note the broken
curves in Fig. 12.

Although the method. above determines the optimal
amountof crowning, it requires n". and it is not easy to deter-
mine 11'" to minimize the longitudinal load distribution fac-
tor. Another simple method is needed to estimate the optimal
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Tab'I'e 3 Shape.sot crowning (e,.c1')' and IKH.B,at' gear.s shown
in Table l'
(P'1"b = 200N/mm" ,eo =20flm, eeql = 26.18f1m)

1

0.5 1.0.,,,

400r-----,-----------,

Q.

,\-f, "'1ft

Fig. 12 -longitudinal load distribution of the gears with the arc-shaped
crowning in Table 3.

2.5,\----t----I

s
2.0+---~------l

Fig. 13-Longitudinalload distribution factor of straddle-mounted gears with the arc-shaped crowning (m = S, Zl:Zl ~ 18:40, b =
b,-~ bl = 66, 1 = 180', f, ~. fl = 40, d., = 50', ck = 75, e. ~ 20J.(m).

I

e" =0'

0.5 .til 1.0../..,

amount of crowning without 11".Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show
some results of KH.B' where only pinion is crowned with
various amount of crowning el' From these results, the rela-
tion between the optimal amount of crowning and the
equivalent lead 'error eeqis obtained as follows:

2.51-----t-----j

2.01----~------l

I

0.5 JA 1.0.,1..
1.01-1

--~---'o 0.5 .,1" 1.0

Fig. ]4- LOngitudinal load distribution factor of overhang-mounted gears with the arc-shaped crowning (m ~ 5, Z",Zl .. 18:40', b =
b, - ~ ~ .00, 1 - 60, f] = fz = 3(), d;] = 60. d.z = 90, c]'bj = 0.5, e.·20J.(m).
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(23)

If the position of the center of crowning is given, the op-
timal amount of crowning el opt can be found from Equa-
tion (23),

When the equivalent effective lead error eeqis adopted in-
stead of the error eo', .ISO recommendation for the crown-
ing, or db = 0.5 and e/eeq = 0.5, is reasonable to minimize
KH.B approximately c/b = 0.5.

Some results of KIi.BandE of both straddle- and overhang-
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0.1 0.2 0 3 0.4
.. /b "m/mm

Fig.. lSa - Kl-f8of 'the gears with the optimal crowning.

1.0 r:-,--'"'T---""'I""------.
b/m=12

o 0' 01'0
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-1-'-..,:;.:<>-:-.,-110-. • r-..-
a
-.,--t----I
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...., '....oc ...

1.1t

1 5 ~IO

Fig. ISh - f of the gears with the optimal crowning.

mounted gears with the optimal amount 'Of crowning are plot-
ted in Fig. 15. The pail' of gears used in these calculations
is m = 5, ZI:Z2 = 18:40. The bending moment distribution
at the root of gears with the optimal crowning is nearly
uniform. (See Fig. 15)

Conclusion
Longitudinal load distribution and bending moment

distribution at the root are calculated for the straddle- and
the overhang-mounted spur gears.

The longitudinal load distribution factor KHJj' the bending
moment distribution factor KM,B and the total stiffness K are
given in the illustrations. A formula for the estimation of
KHPis proposed ..The formula is very useful to estimate KHi3
of spur gears whose dfective lead 'error can be 'evaluated.
When KHtl is compared with the values calculated by ISO.
and AGMA formulas, the load distribution factor Km ob-
tained by AGMA formula is fairly dose to KHP in our
calculation,

A method is proposed to determine the optimal amount
of arc-shaped crowning of spur gears with the effective lead
error. The ISO recommendation for the determining 'Of op-
timal. crowning is reasonable, and it approximately minimizes
the longitudinal load distribution factor.

Appendix A:
m Straddle-mounted

(1) Bending deflection

Wb = - ~ 1-(f+Y')pnyJ +alY + a2
6 1

(f " y" f+y')

(f+y' " y" f+b)

a1 = - ~.(f +y,)2pn + aJ
2

a =Ks-K 1-{f+Y')fJp + ~
2·-- -n QL

3 1

aJ = Ks-K(f+b) (f+y') (f+b-2)Pn + as
2 1

- ~(f+y,)JPn +a2
6

as = KS(f+Y')lPn - .<10 + O.R
3 1 1

a6 = Ks-K(f+b) 2(f+y') (2f+b-3)Pn + a4
6 1

(A.I)

(2) Torsional deflection

Wt = Usf + J(y-f)]p. nr2- g (f ~. y ~ F+y')

(f+y'" y" f+b)

(A.2)

[HI Overhang-mounted

(1) Bending deflection

Wb = - !SpnyJ + !S(1- f + y')Pnr + aIY + a2
6 2

(l+f" y " l+f+y')

(l+f+y'" y" l+f+b)

a1 ... - Ks-K(1+WPn + (Ks-K) (l+f+y') (l+f)Pn + as
2

(Continued on page 45)
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Bevel 'Gear Machinery
The Gleason commitment to bevel and hypoid gear
production has resulted in a continua I strea m of produc-
tive innovations for the gear manufacturer.

Gleason offers major advances in CNCtechnology to
simplify production of bevel and hypoid geafS and
minimize traditional setup and changeover time.

And versatility takes on new dimensions with the
G_MA.>O<TMIgenerator ... the first machine to offer face
milling and face hobbing, , . with instant changeover.

Gleason's advanced hard finishing, .. inc,ludes carbide
cutting, conventional and CBN 'grinding ... all utilizing
CNC controls and capable of systems integration.

'Gleason Is the only gear machinery producer In' the
wollild offering ~ems and machines lor both
bevel and pararl'el-axls g,ears.
And no other ,company h'asmad'e'a greate,r,oommJt~
mem to .seNlngyOur rieec:fs;I'.nl:he~rldl,o"gearfng'.
Here's Ihow. -

Gear Cens & Syste.ms
Automotive,truck, aircraft, machinery and component
producers faced with worldwide competition have seen
the need to 'leap decades from present gear production
methods to automated systems.

That's why Gleason offers systems. IrGleason is the only
company in the world offering manufacturing systems
for both bevel and parallel-axis gears.)
Each system is designed for your specific needs and may
range from an upwardly Integratable flexible machine or
cell, to an unmanned system that starts With the raw
material and finishes with the completed gear.

Gleasonl Management Servl~es
To produce gears profitably at lower cost and higher
quality in a highly competitive world market involves
serious decision making that weighs economk competi-
tive and technical' factors.
That's why Gleason Management Servces was formed.
We augment your staff eo define ot:yecti~s. evaluate
present operations and develop feasible altematives
employing material handling, automation, gear pro-
cessing, control systems and communication technolo-
gies. Better management decisions are the result.

What's more. the Gleason involvement can proceed
further, ranging from a simple reorganization of an
eXisting facility to [he startup of automated systems.

PalClUeli-AJdsMachines
Introduced.3' scant six years ago and continually refined.
Gleason's ho.bbers have rendered obsolete virtually all
traditional gear manufacturing techniques.

Producing' the highest quality spur and helical gears at
greatly reduced manufaCturing costs, these machines
are found in major auto transmission plants worldwide.

They're systems compatible, are CNC controlled and
may oe equipped with auto hob change, auto part
handling and auto fixtu~e changing.

Metrol'ogy
Gleason G-.Age quality assurance maChinery and
computer software are indispensabl'e forrhe qear
manufacturer. They are ,designed not only to determine
variation from speCified dimensional accuraoes. but to
analyze specific deviations and to identify deviation
sources for process control.
lnspectlon prOducts include single-flank, eiementai and'
a Gleason sof't\.vare/Zeiss CMM cornolnanon

T'oollngjWorkhoJ'dlng
Gleason cutting tools and VvOrkholdlng components are
designed for every process in the p~oduCtion of spur.
helical and bevel gears, from tuming to finish operations
and provide repeatability and quick~change capability
for manual and automatic part loading.

Tlme--Share Design SenilC!e'
When you have a bevel gear design question, the most
effective way to be sure of your final design decisions Is
simply [0 tie in, by modem. with the ,Gleason computer
time-share deSign service.

Training
GI'eason provides unique training programs in Rochester
that wi'" ennance your ability to design and to make Ihe
best use ofyour gear manufacturing capabilities.

Contact The Gleason Works to discuss your production
of the world's best power transmission products. 1000
University Avenue, Rochester, NY 14692, (716) 461~8033
Of Detroit (313) 353-5205.

Gleason
Th&Warl!d af 'Gslilrin,S
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Helical Gears With Circular Arc Teeth:
Simulation of Conditions of Meshing and

Bearing Contact
F. L Utvin

Chung-Biau Tsay
University of Dlinois

at Chicago, IL

Abstract:
Methods proposed in this article cover; (a) generation of conjugate,

gear tooth surfaces with localized bearing contact; (b) derivation
of equations of gear tooth surfaces; (c) simulation of conditions of
meshing and bearing contact; (d) investigation of the sensitivity of
gears to the errors of manufacturing and assembly (to the change
of center distance and misalignment); and (e)improvement of bearing
contact with the corrections of tool settings. Using this technological
method we may compensate for the dislocation of the bearing con-
tact induced by errors of manufacturing and assembly. The applica-
tion of the proposed methods is illustrated by numerical examples.
The derivation of the equations is given in the Appendix.

Introduction
Circular arc helical gears have been proposed by

Wildhaber(lO) and Novikov''" (Wildhaber-NoviKov gears).
These types of gears became very popular in the sixties, and
many authors in Russia, Germany, Japan and the People's
Republic of China made valuable contributions to this area.
The history of their researches can be the subject of a special
investigation, and the authors understand that their references
cover only a very small part of the bibliography on this topic.

The successful manufacturing of a flew -9'~ of gearing
deperfds on the precision of the tool used for the generation
of the gears. Kudrjavzev{3) in the USSR proposed the ap-
plication of two mating hobs for the generation of the W -
N gears. These hobs were based on the application of two

FAYDOR 1. UIVIN is Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of fllinois at Chicago. He is the author of several books
and papers on gears and gearing subjects. In addition to his teaching
and research responsibilities, Dr. Litvin has served as a consultant
to major industrUzl corporations. He is Chairman of the ASME sub-
committee of Gear Geometry WId Manufacturing and a member of
the ASME Power Transmission WId Gearing Committee,

CHANG-BIAU TSAY did his undergraduate work at Taipei In-
stitute of Technology. Taiwan. WId earned his master's degree from
IUinois Institute of Technology in Chicago. He is presently completing
his doctoml work at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
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mating rack cutters, the normal section of each rack cutter
representing a circular arc. Tools for the generation of cir-
cular arc helical gears have been proposed in West Germany
by Winter and Looman.i'P

The circular arc helical gear is only a particular case of
a general type of helical gear which can transform rotation
with constant gear ratio and have a point contact at every
instant. Litvin(4) and Davidov(!) simultaneously and inde-
pendently proposed a method of generation for helical gears
by "two rigidly connected" tool surfaces. We shall, however,
limit the discussion to the case of circular arc helical gears.

The purposes of this article are twofold: the simulation of
the conditions of meshing and the bearing contact for the
misaligned W - N gears (the TCA method), and the adjust-
ment of the gears for the compensation of the dislocation of
the bearing contact. The main geometric properties of these
gears and the method of their generation are also considered.

The tooth surfaces of circular arc helical gears (W-N
gears) are in contact at a point at every instant instead of
in contact along a straight line, as is the case with involute
helical gears, Due to the elasticity of gear tooth surfaces, the
initial contact at a point of circular arc helical gears spreads
over an ellipse under the load. In the process of meshing,
the center of the contacting ellipse moves over the gear tooth
surface along a.helix. The line of action 1S the set or contac-
ting points which is represented in a fixed coordinate system
rigidly connected to the frame. The line of action for the
Novikov gears is a line which is parallel to the axes of rota-
tion. The gear tooth. surfaces may be generated by two rack
cutters - F and P - provided with the generating surfaces E F

and Ep. We may imagine that surfaces I:F and Ep are rigid-
ly connected to each other and are in tangency along the
straight line a - a (Fig. la). The normal sections of the rack
cutters are two circular arcs ..While the rack cutters translate
with velocity v; the gears rotate with angular velocities W(l}

and w(2), respectively. Cylinders of radii '1 = V -;- w(l) and
rz = v -i- d2

} are the gear axodes. and plane n,. which is
tangent to the cylinders, is the axode of the rack cutters. The
line of tangency of the ax odes, I - I, is the instantaneous
axis of rotation. Consider that the rack cutter surface EF
generates gear 1 tooth surface E1 and Ep generates gear 2
tooth surfaces E2. Surfaces EF and El and, correspondingly,



_p and E2,. are in line contact. but E1 and E2 are in point
contact.

Two hobs and two grinding wheels may also be used in-
stead of two rack cutters for the generation of gears. The
design of these tools is based on the idea of application of
two rack cutters. The shape of these mating tools depends
on the gear pitch only, and the same tools can be used for
the generation of mating gears with different combinations
of teeth.

Circular arc helical gears have the following advantages
over involute helical gears. There are reduced contacting
stresses and better conditions of lubrication. The disadvan-
tages of these gears are higher bending stresses due to point
contact of the tooth surfaces, sensitivity to the change of the
center distance and to the misalignment of axes of gear rota-
tion, and a more complicated tool shape. However. some of
these disadvantages can be avoided, and circular arc helical
gears may have a certain area of application. The bending
stresses can be reduced by appropriate proportions of tooth
elements. The effect of dislocation of the bearing contact due
to the change of the distance between the gear axes may be
reduced by appropriate relations between the principal
curvatures of gear tooth surfaces, and may even be compen-
sated for technologically by refinishing one of the gears (the
pinion). Fortunately, the change of axes distance does not
induce kinematical errors - a deviation of function 4>2 (4)1)
from the corresponding linear function. The misalignment
of gear axes induces kinematical errors of the gear train which

-v...

v...
n

Fig. 2

can exert vibrations of gears. Simultaneously, the misalign-
ment of gear axes also effects a small dislocation of the bear-
ing contact. The effect of misalignment of gear axes can also
be compensated for technologically by refinishing of the
pinion.

The purpose of this article is to demonstrate the computer-
aided simulation and adjustment of the bearing contact and
conditions of meshing of circular arc helical gears .

Main Features
The main advantage of Wildhaber-Novikov gears is based

on the fact that helical gears with point contact of the tooth
surfaces are free of the restrictions of curvatures that are
typical for spur and helical gears which have line contact of
the tooth surfaces.

Consider shapes EI and E2, which are the cross sections
of spur or helical gears having line contact of the tooth sur-
faces. Shapes E] and 1;2 are in tangency at point M (Fig. 2).
The instantaneous angular velocity ratio is given by

w(l) 0 1
m12 = - 2:

d2:) all
(1)

Generally, m12 is not constant and ml2 """ f(4)l) where 4>1 is
the angle of rotation of gear 1. It is known from the Theory
of GeQrlng(SI that the derivative dml2/ dIPI is equal to zero
if the following equation is satisfied:

'1 + '2 (2)

'1'2 sin~c
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Fig.3a

Here 1:12 = CzM and '21 = C1 M where Cz and C1 are the
centers ofcurvatures of shapes E2 and EI, respectively; .6.12
= (12 - (11; ,I = 1M; '1 = 0'1.1 and '2 = 0'21; oJtc is the angle
formed by the shapes normal and line m - m.

From Equation (2) we find that the difference of curvature
radii, ..6.12' = 122 - 121. depends on parameters '1< '2' 1/1, I and
121' Thus, .6.12 is not a free design parameter, and itcannot
be chosen as desired. Therefore, the contacting stressescan-
not be reduced substantially by minimizing .:1Q. This obstacle
can be overcome if the gears are designed as helical gears pro-
vided with tooth surfaces which are in point contact instead
of line contact.

Consider that the diHerence of curvature radii, 4(1. pro-
vides optimal conditions for contacting stresses, but does not
satisfy Equation (2). However. the gear ratio will be constant
for helical gears if their surfacesare in point contact. This
statement may be proven with the following considerations.

Fig. 3&1shows a gear tooth surface of a helical gear ..Such
a surface may be represented as a set of planar curves which
lie in planes, perpendicular to the gear axis. For instance, E(1)
and E(2) are the shapes of the gear tooth surface which lie
in planes PI and P2• respectively (Fig. 3a, b). The orienta-
tion of 1::(2) is diff.erent from the orientation. of r:(I). To ob-
tain a desired orientation for I;(2), we have to rotate the gear
through a. definite angle by which point M' will come to the
position L; the line ML is parallel to the axis of gear rotation.

Fig. 4
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Assume that initiaHy M is the point of tangency of the
mating surfaces (Fig.. 3b). The normal n" to the shape l;(1)
passes through the instantaneous center of rotation, I. The
location of Ion. the center distance corresponds to the given
gear ratio. After rotation through a definite angle, shape
E, (2) which lies in plane Pz, will have the same orientation
as that of 1:, (1) and the new point of contact of the mating
surfaces will be L (Fig. 3b). The conditions of meshing at point
L will be the same as that at point M.

We find from these considerations that helical gears which
are in point centact witl transform rotation with a constant
gear ratio if their screw parameters h1 and hz are related as
follows:

hI =¢l

112 ¢2

(3)

Here

hi = .r,tan Xi (i = '1,2) (4)

where Aj is the lead angle, and .rj is the radius of 'the gear
axode-the pitch cylinder ..

Thus. the transformation of rotation may be performed
with a constant gear ratio which is independent of the
curvatures of the gear tooth surfaces.

Generating Surfaees
Fig. 4 shows the normal section of the space of rack cutter

f which generates the tooth of gear L The shapes of 'the rack
cutter for each of its sides represent two circular arcs centered
at CF and Cf, respectively. The circular arc of radius Qf{J
generates the fillet surface of the gear. Point ort) lies in plane
IT (Fig. 1).

Fig. 5 shows the normal section of the tooth of the rack
cutter P which generates the space of gear 2. The shape of
the rack cutter for each side represents two circular arcs
centered at Cp and cW, respectively. The circular arc with
radius e'IJ generates the fillet surface of gear 2.



Fig. 5

The shapes of the mating rack cutters do not coincide;
rather they are in tangency at points Ml and M2.

We may represent all four circular arcs in the coordinate
systems Sa (Xa, y«. Xa) by the same equations.

Here ei is the radius of the circular arc; aj and b'i are
algebraic values which determine the location of the center
of the circular arc; f)i is the variable parameter which deter-
mines the location of a point on the circular arc (8'1 is
measured clockwise from the negative axis yRh P" is the
diametral pitch in the normal section; and 1fc is the pressure
angle. The element proportions of rack cutters 111,h» h3 and
h4,3[ie expressed in terms of normal diamet:ral pitch, PrJ'

It was mentioned above 'that Equations (5) represent all
four circular 3I1CS- the shapes of both rack cutters. Thus
equations

represent the circular arc centered at Cf (Fig. 4).
Knowing the normal section of the rack cutter, we may

derive equations of the generating surface using the matrix
form of coordinate transformation. Consider that a rack
cutter shape is represented in the coordinate system S!j)
(fig. 6a). The rack cutter surface will be generated in the coor-
dinate system S/) (fig. 6b) while the coordinate system S';1)
translates along the line o~)O~)with respect to .~); 10,0<11
!.Ii is a variable parameter .. Using the matrix equation

ii) 1 0' o 0' iiJc Q

y~') 0 sin).· cos)..j .UjCOS)..i ym., Q

(7)
z(i) 0 -cos).; sinAi u,$in)"j ii)

c -Q

1 0 0 0 1 1

we obtain

In the derivation of Equations (8). we assume tha'l Qj > 0
and bi > O. The unit normal. to the rack cutter surface is
given by 'the equations

(9)

Equations (8) and (9) yield

(10)

Consider that coordinate systems ~FJ and Sf!) coincide.
Surfaces Eft) and E!?) will be in tangency if the following
equations are satisfied:

"'X(P)c r
-,iP)

.:Ie '
(f)

Xc (11)

rlFJIe
"", ...(P)

fly!:'"
(12)
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Fig. 6a

HIX.

Fig. 6b

Equations (8), (10), (11), and (12) yield that surfaces EF
and tp are in tangency along a straight line a - a [Fig. la)
if the following conditions are satisfied:

(13)

Here Y,e is the pressure angle.
The normal sections of the gear teeth do not coincide with

the corresponding normal sections of the rack cutters ..
Neglecting the difference, we may identify the normal sec-
tions of gear teeth with the normal sections of rack cutters.
The shapes of the gear teeth in the normal section are shown
in Fig. 7 ..These shapes are in tangency at point MI and M2•

Considering the two sides of the teeth, we have to consider
two pairs of surfaces, EF and Ep. Each pair of these surfaces
is in tangency alonga straight line a -/l (F.ig. Ia) and point
Mi (i = 1, 2) lies on a-a. The shape normals at M1and
M2 pass through point r. which lies on the instantaneous
axis oJ rotation and coincides with the origins O~f) and 0<';)
for the position shown.

Gear Tooth Surfaces
Considering the generation of the gear 1tooth surface. we

use the coordinate systems s<!), 51' and Sh' which are rigid-
ly connected to the rack 'cutter F,gear I. and the frame,
respectively (Fig ...8a). Similarly, considering the generation
of gear 2 tooth surface, we use coordinate systems s~P), s2t
and Sf which are rigidly connected to the rack cutter P, to
gear 2 and to the frame, respectively. We use two. different

28 Gear Teohnology

n

Fig. 7

fixed coordinates, Sf and. SII, to simulate various errors of
assembly. Coordinate systems Sf and sh coincide with each
other if 'errors of gear assembly do not exist. We can simulate
these 'errors by changing the location and orientation of the
fixed coordinate system 511 wi,th respect to Sf.

The determination of the gear tooth surface!:] {E]
represents gear 1tooth surface.) is based on the fonowing
considerations. (See also the Appendix.)

Step 1; The line of 'contact of surfaces EF and 1:1 may be
represented in the coordinate system S<CF'Jas follows;(5)

(f) (- .(J.) C1 ( (J-.\ A . N(F). (1'1)r, LlF,· F E' - , !.IF, FI ,I: ·F, c - Vc

(I4)

Here' UFo fh are the surface coordinates of l:F: _ If is the sur-
face normal; v~F1)is the sliding velocitY;¢1 is the angle of
rotation of gear 1; and AF is, the area of parameters UFo (JF.

Equation 15,

(IS)

is called the equation of meshing.

.Z,.,Z, D

Fi8' Sa.
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Fig.8b

Analtemative method for the determination of theequa-
tion of meshing is based on the following equations:

Y!tJ - lcFl 'ttl - yC[l ZC[J- zrJ
----- (16)

NF)
!Ie

Here X!.FJ, 'fIJ, Z<[) are coordinates of a point on the
instantaneous axis of rotation 1 - I, which is represented in
S;;J. x~F), y;;J and if) are the coordinates of a point on sur-
face EF, and Nfl, N}'jand M~are the direction cosines of
the surface normal N~J.

Step 2: The generated gear 1tooth surface is represented
in coordinate system 51 by the following equations.

Here matrices [MWI and [Ml/l represent. the coordinate
transformation in transition from Sf) via Sf to 51, The sur-
face unit normal may be determined by the following matrix
equation:

(18)

We may determine matrices [LV) and [LWI by deleting the
last column and row in matrices [MItl and [MJ;)I.

Step 3: Since we wiH consider the mesh of gear tooth sur-
faces we have to represent these surfaces in a coordinate
system rigidly connected to the frame. For this purpose we
choose the coordinate system Sf and represent t1, gear 1
tooth surface, using the following equations:

[r}I)1= [Mfll ['1]

In}!)] = [Lfll [nIl

Elements of matrices [Mfll and [Lfll are expressed in terms
of cpi - the angle of rotation of gear 1, which is in mesh with
gear 2. Henceforth, we will. differentiate between two designa-
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tions of the angle of rotation of the gears: CPi is the angle of
rotation of gear i in mesh with the corresponding rackcut-
ter, and ¢i is the angle .of rotation of the one gear in mesh
with the mating gear.

The equations of gear 2 tooth surface, 1:2, may be deter-
mined in ill similar manner. Initially, we may represent these
equations in the coordinate system 52, rigidly connected to
gear 2 (Fig. 8b) and then in coordinate system Sf rigidly con-
nected to the frame.

Simwati.ons of Conditions of Meshi~g
We may simulate the conditions of meshing by changing

the settings and orientation of the coordinate system Sir with
respect to Sf" For instance, simulating the change of center
distance !le, we may displace the origin Oh of the coordinate
system Sir by !lC wi.th respect to 01 (Fig. 9a). Then, using the
coordinate transformation from Sh to Sf we may represent
the equations of surface Eland its surface normal in system
Sf·

The conditions of continuous tangency of gear tooth
surfaces Ej and E2. are represented by the following equa-
tions. (5. 6)

rfl) (!h, CPt- ,ul) = r~2) (8 p, CP2, "'2) (19)

np) (OF, ,ul)=nf) (Op, "'2) (20)

Equation (19) expresses that surfaces E1 and 1:2 have a
common point determined with the position vectors rp) and
rj2). Equation (20) indicates that surfaces E1 and 1:2 have a
common unit normal at their point. Equations (19) and (20),
when considered simultaneously, yield a system of five in-
dependent equations only, since In}l) I = Iny) I = 1. These
five equations relate six unknowns:(j.F, ¢l' ifJi, (jp, ifJ-;.,ifJi,31ld
thus, one of these unknowns may be considered as a variable.

Change of AxesrDistance. Equations (19), (20), (A.9~A.14)
yield the following procedure for computations:

Step 1: Using equations nil' = nif, we obtain

(21)

Fig. 9a



Equation (21) with AF = Ap = ). yields that

'h = fJp = 0 (22)

Step 2: Using equations I'IW = nr;j, y}ll= y~2) and 41 =
X~2), we obtain the following system of three equations in
three unknowns (8, fl.l, and ~:J:

sin8sin;Ll - cosDsinAcosfJ.] = - sin8sin;L2 - cos8sin),cosfl2

(24)

(Qp&inO'- bpj (sinOcosfJ.z - cosfJsinXsinflz) - rz sin8cosfl2 +

C' sinO (25}

Here C ,= r] + r2 + ~C and 4C is the change of center
distance.

The solution to these 'equations for (), III and III provides
constant values whose magnitude depends on the operating
'center distance C only. (The change of the center distance
is 4C). The location of the center of the contacting ellipse

EQUAL'TO' THE' TASK

is determined by IO(~C). Thus, the bearing contact also
depends on ~c.

We may check the solution to Equations (23), (24) and (25)
using theequation n~l = nW which yields

sinOcOSfJ.l+ cosfJsinXsinlLl = sinOcosll2 - ,cosfJsinAsinll2
(26)

Step 3: Knowing 0', we may determine the relation between
parameters tPl and tP2,using equation z}U - z?J, which yields

efcos8coSA _elF + bfCotOtan).sinA + rltP1.tanA -
COSA

QPCOs8COSA_Clp + ,bpeot8tanAsinA + rZ¢2tanA
COSA

(27)

Equation (27) provides a linear function.which relates tPl and
¢z' since 8 is constant.

Step 4.: It is easy to prove that since 8, III and Ilz have eon-
stant values, the angular velocity ratio for the gears does not
depend on the center distance.

The proof is based on the following consideration : 1)
Equation. (27) with (} = constant, yields that r1dtPl ... rzdtPz
and dtPl/d¢-z= r2lrt. 2) Since "'1= ¢1- q/] and 112 •••" tP2
- ¢''z are constant, we obtain that d¢i"" d¢l, d¢'z = d¢l
and

(28)
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Step 5: It is evident that since (), 1'1. and 1'2 have constant
values, the line of action of the gear tooth surfaces represents,
in the fixed coordinate system 5" a straight line which is
parallel to the zraxis. We may determine th coordinates x~i)

and }/f'1 (I: = 1, 2) of the line of action using Equations (A9)
or (All). (See the Appendix.) The location of the instan-
taneous point of contact on the line of action may be
represented as a, function ofrili:

Z}11 = QFCOs()COS).- ,{jF + bjlCot8tanXsicll.+ r] (Il] + riI;)tanA
cos>.

(29)
Step 6: We may also derive an approximate equation which

relates () and 'the change of the center distance, .1.c. Since 1'1
and 1'2 are small, wernay make COSJ4 = 1 and sin,lLi - 0 in
Equation (25). We then obtain

where C = '1 + '2 + .1.c.
Equa.tion (30) yields

. () .1.C + ,bf - bpsm = _ (31)
QF - Qp

The nominal: value of ,(fi which corresponds to the theoret-
ical value of the' center distance C, where C = '1 + '2. is
given by:

sino" (32)

Compensation foil'the location of Beariing Contact Induc-
ed by .1.c. The sensitivity of the gears to the change of center
distance, .o.C, may be reduced byincreasing the difference
I{)f - ,~pl.However. this results ~n the increase of contac-
ting stresses ..

The dislocation of the bearing contact may be compen-
sated for by r~finishing one of the gears (preferably the pi-
nion) with new tool settings.

Consider ,that 0" is the nominal value for the pressure
angle; b~and b~ 'Q~are the nominal values for the machine
settings and VQ~are the nominal values for the radii of the
circular arcs. These parameters are related by Equation (32).
The location ·of the bearing contact won'f be changed if the
pinion is refinished with a new tool setting .bf determined as,
follows. (See Equation 31.)'

.,,0 .1.C+bf- b% (33)51nl7- = _

'Q~-Q~

bF=b~-JlC (34)

Change of Machine ToolSi!ttin~ brand br. The change
of machine tool settings bF and .bp causes: 1) the change of
gear tooth thickness and backlash between the mating teeth,
and 2) 'the dislocation of the bearing contact. The most
dangerous result is the dislocation of the bearing contact.

Using similar pri.nciples of investigation, we may represent
the new value of the pressure angle which corresponds to the
changed machine tool settings by using the following
equation:

(35)
Q 0{U- s»

Here bF and bp are the changed settings; bF '* b~, bp '*
b~, where b~ and b~ are the nominal machine settings; e '*
,0" is the new pressure angle.

We may compensate for th- dislocation of the bearing corr-
tact making 9' "'" 0", This can be achieved by refinishing of
the pinion with a corrected setting Jlbf. Similar to Equation
(33), we obtain

sino" bF-b~+.1.bF

Q~-Q~

(36)

Misalignment ,of Axes of Gear Rotation. Consider that the
axis of gear 1 rotation is not parallel. to the axis of gear 2
rotation and forms an angle 4'Y (Fig. 9b). The coordinate
transformation from 5,. to Sf is represented by the matrix
equations

Using Equatlons (37), (A.9-A14) (19) and (20), we may repre-
sent the tangency of surfaces El and E2 for m:isaligned gears
as follows:

(38)

( sO h- ,QF + b-- - t9 -_\ :_\,QfCO fCOS F -- - teo J=I:·<U!I\fS.lUI\F
COS}..F

+rl¢lta:MF)sin.1.'Y

(See Equations (A.ll) and (A.14) in the Appendix.)

QpCOsOpCOSAp-- Qp --+b'pCot8'pSinAptanAp+ '2ri12tan),P-
COShp

- (A1Sin1'1- B]COSI'1)sin4'Y+ (ete°s8fCOsF - .s.. +
COsAr

(39)

sin9pCOSIL2 - cosO'pSin}..pSinfla""sin()fCos,ul+cos8fSinAfSin,ul

(41),

- sin9 pSin~2 - cos8;pSinApCos,u2 - = (sinOpinlll

- cos8fSinA,n:oSJl.l)cosA'Y+cos8,n:oShpi,ll.1.'Y (42)

<-3)
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XI

Fig.9b

Equations (38-43) form a system of five independentequa-
tions in six unknowns: ,Op, (h, 1'1 P-2.cPl and cPl' We may re-
mind readers 'that only twoequations from equation system
(411-43) are independent since In~]) 1 = 1 and In]2) 1 = l.

The computational procedure is as follows: 1) We consider
equations (38), (39), (42) and (43) which form a system of
four equations in five unknowns: OF, ,Op, P-v I'land cPl' Fix-
ing in <PI we may obtain the solutions by (h (411), (Jp (411), 1'1
(<PI) and 1l2(cPt). 2} Using Equation (40) we obtain <P2{4It). 3)
Then, using the equations

(44)

we can obtain the relation between the angles tP2 andcP; of
gear rotation. Punction cPi(cP;) is a nonlinear function and its
deviation from the linear function is given by

I1cPi(¢;'> =¢i(cPi) - N1cPi
N2

(45)

Here tJ.¢~(¢;) represents the kinematical errors of the gear
train and ¢;{cP]) and O'p(¢;') represent the change of location
of the bearing contact induced by the misalignment of gear
axes.

Compensation for the Location of Bearing Contact Induced
by the Gear ~isatigrunent. The dislocation of the bearing con-
tact induced by misalignment of the axes of gear rotation may
be compensated for by the change of the lead angle hF (01"

hp). This can be done technologically by refinjshingof the
pinion.

Example 1: The Influence of Change of Axes Distance.
Giv'en the rack parameters shown in Figs. 4 and 5: tooth
numbers, N] = 12, N2 = 941; the lead .angle AF = Ap = 75°;
the nominal pressure angle ff = 30"; the normaldiametral
pitch P; = 2; the nominal axes distance C = 29.239515"
and the change of axes distance, I1C = 0.021". Due to the
change of axes distance, the new value of the pressure angle
() is: 1) 0 = 12.81412 deg (exact solution provided by equa-
tion system (23-2-5); 2) () = 12.70903 deg (approximate solu-
tion provided by Equation .3:1.).

The compensation for the dislocation of bearing contact
is achieved by the new machine setting bF = -0.021 in.
which provides () = (fl = 30 deg although C = CO + .,o,c.

Example 2: The Influence of Misalignment of Gear Axes.
The nominal rack and gear parameters are the same as shown
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Table 1 Kinematical errors

No. if>I (h ()p ,o,cb;
(in s)

1 -20 deg 32.2520 deg 31.6521 deg 59.88 in.

2 -10 deg 32.2527 deg 31.6528 deg 29.94 in.

3 o deg 32.2531 deg 31.6531 deg 0.00 in.

4 10 deg 32.2530 deg 31.6530 deg -29.94 in ..

5 20 deg 32.2526 deg 31.6526 deg -59.89 in.

in Example 1. The misalignment is given by d1' = 0.1 deg
(Fig. 9). The kinematical errors dcP2 and the change of '0F and
Op are given in Table 1.

The compensation of kinematical errors is achieved with
the change of the lead angle of the pinion AF = 75.093 deg
(tJ.AF = 0.093 deg), The kinematicaj,erl"Orsaitercompensa-
tion are given in Table 2.

Using the proposed method of compensation we could
reduce substantially the kinematical errors induced by the
misalignment of axes 'cf gear rotation by approximately 250
times.

ConclusIon
The authors have considered the geometric properties of

circular arc helical gears and the method of their generation.

* SET~UPS
TAKE

SECONDS* I,NTER,NAl~EXTER,NAl
SPUR & HELICAL GEARS

TO 20' INCHES DIAMETER
1'1707McBean Drive, EI Monte, CA 91732

IB1B) 442-2898
CIRCLE A~11 ON READER REPLY CAR,O



-(e,tSin(Jp-bF)cot(Jpinh,t+rltP1

(Qpin(Jp+b;tan2)..F)Cot(J'j:COs},F - ~ + rltPtlan)..F
cosl\F

Table Z Compensated kinematical 'errors

No. tP1 OF Op 4tP2-
(in s)

i -20 deg 30 ..1892 deg 30.1440 deg 0.23 in.

:2 -10 deg 30 ..1900 deg 30.1449 deg 0.12 in.

3 0 deg 30.1905 deg 30.1452 deg 0.00 in.

4 10 deg 30.1904 deg 30.145.2 deg -0.12 in.

S 20 deg 30.1900 deg 30.1447 deg -0.24 in.

A method :for the simulali.on of the condi.tions of meshing
and the bearing contact has been proposed. Using this method
th ensiti.vity '0£ the gears to the change of center distance
and to the misalignment of gears has been investigated. A
technological method for the improvement of the bearing con-
tact for misaligned gears has been proposed. The presented
numerical examples illustrate the i.nfIuenceof the abovemen-
tioned errors and the method for compensation ,of the disloea-
tion of the bearing contact,
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APPENDIX
Gear Tooth Surfaces

Gear 1 Tooth Surface. Substituting subscript i for F in
Equa:tions. (8) and (10) and taking intoa.ccount that bF> 0,
we obtain:

1

(A.I)

[

... sin(JF

[M~l = -COs8,tSmAF

cos8fC~SAF 1 (A.2)

Equations (A.l) and (A.2) represent the generating urface
tF and the unit normal to this surface. We may derive the
equation of meshing using. equations (A.I). (A2) and (16)
with

...AF) ., r A.. Z-m = ,.I;; ]'1'1' e (A.3)

where xfcFJ, 'leB and Z~F)are coordinates oJ the point of in-
tersection of the normal to tF and the instantaneous axis of
rotation, I~I (Fig. Sa). We then obtain

(A.4)

Equation of meshing (A.4) yields

r A.. -a..<inl\
UF = 1'1'] r--- F + bfCotO';tanAf (A.S)

COSAF

Equations (A,l) and (A.S). when consider d simultaneous-
ly, represent a family of contacting lines on surface ~f'

Eliminating uF, we may represent this family of lines of con-
tact as follows.

(A.6)
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Q. Would you believe that Ihis
steering gear ipinion could be
,cold formed?'

A. IBelieve it. Helicremental
ESCOFlER: machines can diD it
-and u:p'to fiv,e times fast,er than
any other method!

Cold forming precise helical configurations such as shaft steering gear
pinions can only be dOlle using .£SCOFIER Helicremenlal machinery.
Other benefits: chipless machining. improved mechanical properties
• no waste - exceptional surface quality - exact tolerances -less
downtime -lower unit cost- exceptional increased productivity. Call or
write for informalion all how £SCOFIER rotary cold forming, techniques
can save time and money in your operation.

ESCOF,IER [NC.
I A. VAI.LOUilEC Cli'I:)Up COMPANY

I leader$hip In rola.ry cold forming techllology

I

10Ann si, P.O. Box 379. Oakmont. PA 15139· (412) 826·8588
Telex: 2641071ESCO UR • Telefax: 412.826 8560

CIRCLE A~ 13, ONI READER R!EPlY CARD

Using Equations (A6) and the coordinate transformation
from S~) to Sl we obtain

- bpeot8F)cOS<Pl sinAF

Zl epeOs8peOSAF - , __QF + bfCot8~anApinAF
COShF

The surface unit norma] is given by
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(A7)

(AS)

--

I Using the coordinate transformation from 51 to Sh we obtain

y~l) = AlsinJLl - B1cOSJLl

Z~() = (JFCOs/Jf'COSAF - ~ + bpCotO~anApin);.F
C{)SAF

sin8peosp:l +cos8pinApinP:l

Here

(A.9)

(A.IO)

(All)

Equations (A9) and (A.IO) with a, fixed value for C/4,flepre-
sent in thecoordinate system Sh, surface I:l and the unit
normal to E1. These equations with diHerent values for ifj)'t.
represent in Sh,a family of surfaces El and the uni.t normals
to these surfaces.

The derivation of 'equations for gear 2 surface 1;2 and its
unit normal is based 'on similar considerations. We may repre-
sent these equations in Sf as follows:

y?) = - A2sin,!-t2 - B2coSP:2

zf) = e peOs8peOSAp - ~ +bpeoW pSin>..ptanAp
COSAp

[

" peo,''I'>+,CCs8~M, .pSin.·,!-t2 1
(njI»)] - -smi.lpSJnJ.L2-cos8pSin>..peOS,u2

COs8peOShp

Here

(AU)

(Al3)

(AI4)

The nominal value of the center distance is C = rl + r2'

Acknowledgement: Originally published in Journal of Mechanisms. Transmis-
sion and Automation in Design, Dec., 1985. Reprinted with permission of
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Paper No. 84-DET·175.



BACK TO' BAS,i'CS •••
--- ----- -

Cutting Fluid Selection and Process
Controls for the Gear Manufacturing Industry

Introduction
The last decade has been a period of

far-reaching change for the metal work-
ing industry. The effect of higher lubri-
cant costs, technical advances in machine
design and increasing competition are
making it essential that manufacturers of
gears pay more attention to testing,
selecting and controlling cutting fluid
systems. lubricant costs are not a large
percentage of the process cost relative to
items such as raw materials, equipment
and labor, and this small relative cost has
tended to reduce the economic incentive
to evaluate and to change cutting fluids.
Nevertheless, one of the largest factors
in lost production during gear manufac-
turing is excess tool wear, tool failure and
subsequent product rejection. In this day
and age of economic war of survival, it
has become essential to consider and to
evaluate new cutting fluids with an eye
towards increasing tool life. improving
overall productivity and product quality
and lowering costs.

Gear Cutting and Finishing
A wide variety of manufacturing

techniques are used to manufacture
gears. Specifically, this article addresses
the selection and process controls for the
fluids used for gear hobbing, gear shap-
ing and hard gear finishing.

AUTHOR:

MR. lKE TRIPP, JR. IS vice presiden: and
gfflerai manager of £fnIl Products. Inc He has
been with the company since 1974. and is the
auihor of over 30 techmcal papers on industrial
metalworking compounds He IS a member of
ASLE. ASM. the Wire Association and SME.

Ike Tripp, Jr.
Etna Products, Inc.
Chagrin Falls, Ohio

Fig. 1- Gear hcbbing

The cutting tool used in gear hobbing
is called the "hob". (See Fig. 1.) The ma-
jority of hobs are cylindrical in form and
greater in length than in diameter. The
cutting teeth on the hob are arranged in

a helical thread corresponding to the
thread of a worm. As the hob rotates in
timed relationship with the gear blank,
each row of teeth successively cuts the
next portion of the gear tooth-space. The
cutting action is continuous in one direc-
tion until the gear is completed.

Conversely, the gear shaping method
operates on the principle of two gears
rolling in mesh. In molding generating
processes, a gear-like cutter called a
shaper tool is rotated and reciprocated
in the correct ratio with a gear blank.
(See Fig. 2.) The gear blank rotates while
the cutter rotates and reciprocates to pro-
vide the cutting action. The shaper only
cuts in one direction so relief is provided
for the return stroke.

Fig. 2.-Gear Shaping
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Hard gear finishing is a process which
uses either generative grindmg or fanned
wheel grinding to finish the flanks of
parallel axis spur or helical gear~ after
they have been hardened by heat treat-
ment, The hard gear finishing technique
usua1ly removes ,.0021 .0025" from each
side of the gear teeth,

In the form grinding process, the
grinding wheel has a profile mirroring the
tooth space between two adjacent gear
teeth. As the formed wheel moves be-
tween the teeth of the gear, it removes
excess stock.

There are several types of machines
and tool configurations used in the
generative grinding process. These pro-
cesses either use a cutting tool designed
as at. spur or helical gear, which grinds the
gear using the shaving or gear shaping
principle, ora. shaper cutter tool that uses
a skiving principle or a worm type
.finishing tool similar to a worm type gear
grinding wheel.

Recently, grinding wheels plated with
cubic boron nitride (CBN) have been
used in place of dressable, conventional
abrasive grinding wheels. CBN is a syn-
thetic crystalline material that is very
wear resistant, and it has pronounced
cutting edges because of its cubic shape.
CBN applied by the electroplating pro-
cess is considered the best for form gear
grinding. CBN is very expensive, and its
use dictates the need for improved
coolants delivered at higher flow rates
than used with conventional wheels.

Th.eory of Lubrication
The aim of fluids used in cutting and

grinding operations is to provide cooling
and lubrication.

Gear hobbing and gear shaping are
metal. cutting operations that generate
chips. More than 97% of the cutting
work appears as heat. Fig. 3 illustrates

a two dimensional view of meta] cutting.
Of the heat generated, about two-thirds
is expended in sticking friction in the
shearing zone, and one-third is expended
in sliding friction at. the tool/chip and
tool/flank interfaces. The action of the
fluid is ito [ower the heat generated in
these two zones, and the lubricant por-
tion of the fluid reduces friction at the
'tool/chip andtool/flank interface.

A fluid used in hard gear grinding
operation functions very much like a cut-
ting fluid, but there are very pronounced
differenoes between the dynamics of the
processes, Gear grinding involves
negative rake tool angles and random
orientation of cutting surfaces. The
temperatures and surface feeds are also
higher. Most of the heat of deformation
is carried into the workpiece soa gear
grinding fluid must act to reduce grinding
forces, which reduces heat generation.
The cooling function of the fluid is con-
sidered secondary, but it is still impor-
tant to the success of a hard gear
finishing operation,

Fluids used for gear cutting and grind-
ing must exhibit a number of other pro-
perties. They must not be adverselyaf-
fected by metallic contaminants or tramp
oils that can enter a lubrication system.
They must not leave excessive resldue on
the surface of a gear to be subsequently
heat treated, and they should aid in the
production of a gear that has, the desired
properties - surface finish,runout, etc.

The study of the subject of wear be-
tween two materials in motion relative
to ·oneanother is very complex, A
number 'of parameters influence wear.
Some of these include the shape of the
contacting bodies, applied load, relative
velocity between the surfaces, surface
roughness, the elastic and plastic proper-
ties of the contacting materials (par-
ticularly those of the surface layers), and

fig. 3- Two-dimensional metal cutting diagram

SHEAR
ANGLE

WORKPIECE
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the environment of deformation.

Types of Cutting Fluids
A number of gear cutting and grinding

fluids meet the requirement of providing
adequate lubrication. This range ,of
availability was not always present, as
lubricant research and development was
oncea black art with few practitioners,
Now, through scientific research and the
cooperative efforts of vendors and
buyers, lubricant development, applica-
tion and behavior is becoming a 'science.

For the purposes of this article,
lubricating fluids have been classified as
either oil-based or water emulsifiable.

Oil-Based Fluids.Oil-based fluids are
used for gear cutting and hard gear
finishing where water emulsifiable com-
pounds do not have the film strength or
wetabili.ty to produce acceptable tool life
or surface finish. Oil-based fluids are
gen rally compounded with the follow-
ing items:

1, Mineral oils, either napthenic grade
that have a saturated ring type
structure, or paraffinic grade,
which have a straight or branched
chain structure.

.2. Mineral oils blended with polar ad-
ditives, as the oils themselves ..are
nonpolar. The function of the polar
additive is to affect the wetting of
the metal surface at the
tool/workpiece interface by reduc-
ing the interfacial tension between
the mineral oi1 carrier and the gear
blank. A polar additive has a sort
of magnetism for the metal due to
its molecular structure.

Polar active additives come from
several. sources. Animal. fats and oils are
derived by rendering the f.atty tissues of
animals such as cattle, pigs and sheep.
Vegetable fats and oils are derived by

Table 1 - Coolants Grades by Contents

FAT

2 SlVHUR
ANDIOR

HEAVY DUTY 10.1 CHL.ORINE
WITH~FAT

FERROUS NON-FERROUS

SlMSYNTHETIC SEE MEDIUM DUTY SEE MEDIUM DUTY

SYNTHETIC NEW E P ADDITIVES NEW E P ADDITIVES



crushing and rendering the fruits of
plants such as palm or coconut trees.
Marine fats and oils are derived from
crushing and rendering the fatty tissues
of fish.

The mineral oils and polaradditives
are then often compounded with sup-
plemental polar additives, which act as
extreme pressure agents. The primary ex-
treme pressure agents utilized are sulfur.
chlorine or phosphorous. When sub-
jected to the elevated temper.atUf'esat the
tool/workpiece interface, these 'extreme
pressure additives react to form an
organo-metallic film which minimizes
friction and lowers heat generation.

Water Emulsifiable Fluids. Water
emulsifiable fluids are defined as those
where wate:r is the continuous phase ..
Basically. water emulsifiable fluids com-
bine the cooling properties of water with
the lubricating properties of anand/or
various chemicals.

Over the years, a good deal of jargon
has evolved in the industry to describe
water emulsifiable fluids for the gear
manubcturing industry, Water miscible
er ,emulsifiable lubricants are available in.
many fonns. They can be classed based
on their components, performances and
appearance.

Water soluble oils, sometimes called.
emulsiens or walter miscible fluids, are
made by blending oil, either paraffinic Dr
napthenic, with emulsifying agents. 5.0

the oil forms small droplets called
micells, which range in size from .0002"
to 0.00008" in diameter when mixed with
water. The emulsion appears milky as
the particles of oil reflect almost all ind~
dent light, making them .opaque. Solu-
ble oils are subdivided into light, medium
and heavy grades, dependmg on the
components used in their formulation.
(See Table 1.)

Semi-synthetic fluids are mixtures .of
emulsifiers and surface-active chemicals
and have a low eil content of 10 % to
25%. A typical soluble ell contains 45%
to 70% oil, Because a semi-synthetic con-
tainsless on than a water soluble lubri-
cant, it can vary from being translucent
to completely dear. as the micells range
in size between .000000n and .000001" in
diameter. They can only be seen under
an electron microscope.

Synthetic solutions are almost always
dear. as the particle size of the surface-

active agents and chemicals used in the
formulation of the product are small
enough to transmit almost all incident
light. True synthetics contain no mineral
oil, and each component used in the
fonnulation is soluble in water on its
own. The particles are smaller than
.00000000H in diameter and cannot be
viewed under any microscope.

GeneraUy most .of th water
emulsifiable fluids available contain a
napthenic oil made soluble through the
use of emulsifiers or surface-active
agents.

The formulation of a comme:rcially ac-
ceptable product depends on in-
vestigating hu_ndredS ofemul ifiers which
can be classed as:

1. Anionic- These are emulsifiers
whose electrolytic properties are
based on the formation of anionic
ions. Examples include sulfonated
polyester or sulfonated castor oils.

2. Cationic - These are emulsi iers
whose electrolytiC properttes are
based on the Iormation of cationic
ions. Examples .indude organic sal,t5

Hanslord Manufactunng Corp.
31111 Winton Road South
Rochester, New York 14623
,(71!6) 427-0660

CIRCLE A-15 ON READER REPLYCARD
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or polyethoxylaredamines.

3. Non-ionic- These emulsifiers do
not. behave as electrolytes and do
not ionize in water. Examples in-
clude ethoxylated vegetable oils.

Sllrtac,e-active or polar extreme
pressure additives are also added to the
Iorrnulauon of a water emulsifiable fluid
to wet out and to penetrate the
tool Iworkpiece interlace. These agen ts,
reduce the interfacial tension between the
water, lubricant and the metal. The polar
additives have an affinity for the metal
substrate and form an organa-metallic
film which provides lubrication by
reducing friction at the tool/workpiece
interface. There are a variety of oils, fats,
waxes and synthetic polar additives such
as esters or complex. alcohols used as
surface-active agents ..

Fluid Selection. A number of factors af-
fect the type of fluid used in a gear hob-
bing, gear shaping or hard gear finishing
operation. The primary criteria for selec-
tion of material, which determines
machinability, speed and severity of
operation and the acceptability of a fluid,
are alJ interrelated. Table 2 illustrates the
additives utilized when severity is corn-
pared to difficulty of machinability.

The primary fluids used on CBN
grinding of hard gears are oil-based
because grinding wheel wear has been
found to be related to the temperature of
the wheel matrix ..As the temperature of
the wheel matrix increases, the weal' of
the wheel increases. Testing with both
oil-based and water-based Ilcids has
shown that oil-based fluids provided bet-
ter lubricity and lower temperatures of
the wheel matrix.

Another factor that influences grinding
wheel. life is the cleanliness of the oil-
based lubricant. The hard gear finishing
process generates very fine swart which
must be removed so as to' maximize
wheel lif,e and improve surface finish.
The most effective method of filtering a
grinding oil-based Huid is a horizontal
plate pre-coat Filter. The filtering
capability of a typical pre-coat filter is
between one and three microns,

Testing and Process Controls
Selecting the appropriate lubricant for

gear hob bing, gear shaping or hard gear
finishing is very difficult. Effective tests

for screening the wi.de variety of 'can-
didate Fluids must be developed. These
compounds vary greatly in their
chemical and physical properties, and
because of the critical need for optimum
tool life, any variation in the physical
and chemical properties of a given fluid
becomes important. To assure the
reliability of a given fluid, many lubri-
cant manufacturers perform a number of
tests to assess its physical. chemical,
metallurgical and humancompatibiUty.
These tests yield data that ean be used
to, screen fluids prior to in-plant testing.

Physical L.abo~atory Tests. These lab
tests are designed to simulate as closely
as possible actual production conditions
and to generate data as to' the reliability
of a fluid under actual conditions of use.

1. Stability of a neat oil. The product
should be stable under normal and
adverse conditions. The following
tests can point out stability prob-
lems: Place an ,eight ounce sample
in a dosed sample bottle and allow
i't to stand 21 to 30 days at ambient
temperature. Monitor for any
changes; i.e., separation, gelling. To
test the eHects of freezing and thaw-
ing, put an eight ounce sample of
the neat oil in a dosed container
and place the sample in a freezer for
24 hours. Thaw, then refreeze for
24 hours and thaw again. Examine
the neat oil for changes; i.e.,
separation, sedimentation.

2. Nonferrous corrosion, One test for
nonferrous corrosion is to place a
30 ml sample of the neat fluid in a
100 ml beaker and then to put a
properly abraded and cleaned cop-
per strip in the beaker, heat to 220
.F for three hours and check for
staining on the strip.

The eff,ect of a rutting and grind-
ing fluid compound on the gear
being manufactured must be as-
sessed for two reasons.

a. Some of the 'extreme pressure
agents, such as sulfur, used in
these compounds might corrode
the gear 'or the nonferrous parts
like valve pipes and bearings in
the actual manufacturing
machine, as well as possibly
adversely affecting the finished
gear.

Table 2
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b. Tests have indicated tha't it is
possible for sulfur used in rutting
fluids to, react with titanium
nitride coatings or CBN
coatings, causing erosion of the
coating and thus lowering tool.
life.

3. Load carrying properties. The Four
Ball Test and the Falex Test were
developed to determine the load
carryLng properties of euttlngand
grinding fluids.

a. Shell Four Ball EP J:est ASTM
0-2596 and D-2783 .. The She[J
Four Ball Test consists of four
112" diameter balls arranged in
the form of an equilateral
tetrahedron. The lower three
halls are held immovably in a
damping pot to form a cradle in
which the fourth ball is caused
to, rotate about a vertical axis.
The fluid under test is held in the
damping pot and covers the area
of contact of the four balls. Dur-
ing the test, scars are formed on
the surface of the stationary
balls, and the diameter of the
scars depends upon the load,
duration, speed of rotation and
type of fluid. The scars aile
measured by a microscope hav-
ing a calibrated grid at the com-
pletion of the test.

b. An alternative to, the Four Ball
'test, the Falex test machine pro-
vides a rapid means of measur-
ing the load 'carrying capacities



and wear properties of a given
fluid. The test consists of
rotating a. test pin between two
loaded journal V-blocks im-
mersed in the fluid sample. The
test pin is driven by a 113 hp
motor at .290 rpm, and 'the [our-
nalsare loaded against the test
pin by means ofa spring gauge
micrometer. The Falex machine
is also an extreme pressure tester,
and can be used to conduct a
wear test, ASTM D-2670, to
assess the effectiveness of a given
fluid.

4. Cast iron corrosion. This test is im-
portant as the fluid must be tested
to assess its effect on the interior
ferrous parts of 'the gear cutting or
grinding machine. A chip test or a
Q-Panel test conducted with a
Cleveland Condensing Humidity
Cabinet can assess the effect of a
given compound.

Chemica/.and Metallurgical Compatibil-
ity. A candidate fluid must also be con-
sidered from a chemical and
metallurgical standpoint. The gear hob-
bing and gear shaping process and subse-
quent hard gear finishing process involve
the exposure of unprotected, unoxidized
metal surfaces to the chemical com-
ponents of a lubricating fluid at elevated
temperatures and pressures, Due to the
elev-ated temperature and pressure, it is
important to assess the effects of those
reactions prior to in-plant testing.

1. Turbine oil oxidation test ASTM
D-943. This test predicts the
oxidation life of hydraulic oil, tur-
bine oil, and metalworking oils ..
The test depends upon the catalytic
effect of metals at elevated
'temperatures in the presence' of
water to accelerate the rate of ox-
.idation. The degree of oxidation is
determined by an increase in the
acid number of the oil

2. Rotary bomb oxidation test ASTM
D-2272. The rotary bomb oxidation
'test is a more' rapid method of com-
paring the oxidation life of fluids in
similar formulations.

3. Turbine oil rust test ASTM 0-665.
Contamination of gear manufactur-
ing fluids with water can produce

rapid rusting of ferrous parts unless
the oils are adequately treated with
inhibitor compounds. The ASTM
D-665 rust test is designed to
measure the ability of industria'! oils
to prevent rust.

Process Controls for
Oil.-Based Compounds

There are many variables, such as
feeds, speeds and operator expertise, in-
volved in the gear hob bing, gear shap-
ing and hard gear finishing process;
therefore, it follows that any variation
in the effectiveness of a given lubricating
fluid will become important to overall.
productivity and profitability. To assure
the long term reliability of each com-
pound, i.tis important to monitor and to
maintain certain controls for straight oil
compounds.

1. Handling and storage - Oils
should be stored at ambient
temperature. If the oil is frozen, it
should be thawed and mixed prior
to use.

2. Temperature - It is important to
maintain the temperature of an 011-
based fluid at ambient temperature;
i.e., approximately 65° - 75°F, or
at least to. maintain the temperature
below USaF if it is not possible to
keep it lower.

Excessive heat causes oxidation
reactions which show up as sludge
formation, varnish formation and
the formation of acidic by-products
which also cause corrosion. These
by-products minimize lubricity. Ex-
cessive oxidation can be controlled
by maintaining correct operating
temperatures.

3. Viscosity - The viscosity of a
straight oil can change with time
because of a number of factors,
such as tramp oil leaking into the
system or chemical reactions in the
oil due to heat and oxidation.
Viscosity is an important indication
of the condition of the oil.

4. Water and solids content - Proper
filtration is necessary for good tool
life and product quality, as excess
metal fines can plug supply lines or
catalyze chemical reactions to form.
sludge or varnish ..

Wa't,er at quantities greater than

0.01 % by volume can cause a prob-
lem because it turns to steam at the
tool/workpiece interface, and this
steam blanket minimizes lubricity.

The level. of solids can be controlled
through filtration, and the level of
solids and water should be checked
periodically to monitor the condi-
tion of the oil.

s. Acid number - In oil-based fluids
the acid number denotes the level
of acid-type components that in-
fluence the behavior of the fluid.
When oil. is oxidized, the acid
number increases and adverse
chemical reactions, such as the for-
mation of insoluble metallic soaps,
'can occur. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to monitor the acid number.

6. Additive content - Th additives
used to blend gear cutrlng and
grinding fluids are depleted through
use; therefore, additive levels must
be carefully monitored. The load
bearing capacity of a fluid is related
to 'the concentration of the
additives.

7. Record keeping - A logbook
should be maintained to record 'the
test data. This logbook can be used
to track the performance of the oil
in a system.

Quality Control of th« Operating
Emulsified Fluid. To effectively maintain
an operating emulsifiable Iluid, the
operator is advised to observe several
basic points.

1. Handling and storage - A good
emulsion starts with good storage
conditions for 'the neat oil. The
complex chemical make up of most
emulsifiable fluids requires the
storage of neat oil al ambient
temperatures. If the neat oil is
frozen, it should be allowed to
return to ambient temperature prior
to. mixing the emulsion.

2. Mixing - As a general rule, most
emulsifiable fluidsal'e added to
water in the reservoir while
agitating to form the emulsion, but
the supplier should always be con-
sulted forcorr,ec't mixing
instructions.

3. Wat,er source and composition -
Because water is a major compo-
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nent of an operating emulsifiable
fluid, its quality plays a large part
in operating effectiveness, The life
of the emulsion in the reservoir,
foam characteristics, tool life and
product quality are all influenced
by the quality of the water. Make-
up water should he as pure as possi-
ble, Distilled or deionized water is
idea" as hard water, which is con-
taminated with minerals and dis-
solved salts, adversely affects the
emulsion. Basically, the minerals
and salts can cause corrosion prob-
lems inthe equipment, and they can
react with the emulsifiers in the
fluid to produce hard water soaps
which adversely affect emulsion
stability and lubricity.

A reservoir supplying a gear cutting
or grinding machine is hot and
aerated, which causes the water to
evaporate. As this occurs, dissolved
salts and minerals increase in con-
centration, and, thus, evaporation
accelerates the formation of hard
water soaps. To counteract this
problem, one should consider the
use of deionized water, boiler water
condensate or softened water to
make up water lost to evaporation,

4, Bacteria - In many systems,
bacteria can become a problem
because bacteria degrade the emul-
sion by digesting the emulsifiers and
fats. This problem becomes more
severe as the bacteria secrete acidic
wastes which adversely aff·ect the
pH of the system, Changes in pH
affect emulsion stability and lubri-
ciIy. There are a number of
bactericides available 'to control. the
problem.

S. Temperature - The tsmperature of
emulsions used to cut or grind gears
must be kept between 1000 and
1300 F. This is important for several
reasons.

a. If the emulsion is too cold, it
may not be fluid enough to be
pumped to. the tool/work-
piece interface, This could
"starve" the tool and ad-
versely affect tool life and pro-
duct quality.

b. U the emulsion overheats, the
high temperature degr.ades the
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emulsifier package, which af-
fects stability. The higher
temperature also does not
allow for efficient heat
transfer at the tool/workpiece
interface. This lack of cooling
can result in poor tool life and
product quality, and oxida-
tion of the oil phase of the
emulsion. As a corollary to
problems caused by heat, the
rate of chemical reaction is in-
creased and the formation of
insoluble metallic soaps is
accelerated.

6. pH - pH is a measure of the
acidity-alkalinity of a fluid .. pH is
controlled by the content of the
polar additives, such as fatty acids.
As detailed earlier, these polar ad-
ditives 3Je responsible fora fluid's
lubricity. If the pH falls because of
exhaustion of polar additives,
lubricity will be diminished;
whereas, if the pH rises too high,
the emulsion will become unstable.
Since the fatty acids affect pfl, it is
important to measure them and
maintain pH at recommended
operation levels. H is best to main-
tain pH with regular additions of
neat oil.

7. Concentration - Maintaining the
correct concentration of neat oil in
the reservoir is important because
tool. life and product quality will
suffer if the Iubrici.tyof the
fluid is excessively diluted. Concen-
tration can be monitored by the
Babcock Method or by a hand-held
refractometer.

8. Filtration - A dean fluid is essen-
tial. to maintaining the emulsion,
tool life and product quality. Gear
manufacturing fluid compounds
can be contaminated rapidly with
things such as oxide, chips, tramp
oil from lubricating or hydraulic
systems and even items such as
food, rags and mi.ll dirt. If these
contaminants are not removed
from the system,. the effective life of
the fluid is shortened and product
quaHty and productivity tails.

To overcome the inherent problems
associated with disposal and
replacement of lubricants, it is im-

portant 'to filter the emulsion and
extend its useful life.

9. Foaming - Care must be taken to
maintain pump seals so as to
minimize pump cavitation and
reduce foam. Excessive Ioam
minimizes effective cooling and
lubrication at the tool/workpiece
interface.

10. Record keeping - A log book
which can be used to record addi-
tions of neat oil, temperature, con-
centration, pH, etc. is important.
The log book is a handy reference,
providing a record of the operating
systems.

Testi;ng in the Plant
Several steps are required to insure 3.

successful in-plant testing program.

1. Obtain management commitment
for a testing program.

2. Select a person to coordinate
testing. This person will serve as an.
in-plant consultant and also pro-
mote education of employees as to
fluids.

3. Identify problem areas and initiate
a program to evaluate lubricating
fluids.

4. Select vendors who are up to date
relative to the OSHA Hazard Com-
munications Program.

S. Moni tor direct costs such as cost
per gallon, cost per pound and cost
of additions.

6. Monitor indir,ectcosts, such as
maintenance additives, cost of
disposal and dumping frequency.

7. Find out if oil-based compounds
can be reclaimed to avoid problems
with disposal.

8. Monitor tool life by considering
original cost and .reconditi.oning
cost.

9. Consider finished product. quality
versus raw material utiliz-ed.

10. Monitor the condition of the fluid
and of the gear manufactunng
equipment relative to the fluid
being used.

11 .. Evaluate the test program and
report results to management.

12. Implement changes wher,ethe
evaluation justifies the need.



13. Expand and maintain the testing
program so as to be prepared Ior
unexpected problems.

14. Be receptive to change as new
technology supercedes the old.

After the testing program has been
established, it is important to have some
means of measuring the effectiveness 'of
a given fluid when it is used on gear hob-
bing, gear shaping or hard gear finishing
operations. Several test techniques are
available that go beyond the simple tool
life test.

"On~Une" Monitoring - Today's
state-of-the-art CNC controls allow "on-
line" optimizing and monitoring of cut-
tin~ conditions during machine opera-
tion. The information C3_nbe conect~d on
a. peripheral microcomputer and ana-
lyzed relative to changes in.cutting fluids.
At the same time, new electronic gear
checking equipment can be used to
monitor such things as changes in pitch,
involute and lead given changes, in cut-
ting fluids or grinding fluids.

Statistical Quality Control - With the
advent 'of statistical quality control, it is
now possible to monitor product qual-
ity relative to changes in the Huids used
on a g:iven gear hobber, gearshaper or
hard gear .finishing machine. The qual-
ity of the finished gear can vary
significantly based on the type of fluid
being tested within the equipment.

Transducers for Fame and Torgue
Measurement - A muJti-component
transducer can be used for analysis of
grinding, This instrument provides a
measure of two Forces, the vertical force
and the vertical torque. In a typical ap-
plication, this instrument would he
mounted on the work table of the grinder
and the test piece attached ina fixture on
the top of the instrument. The ratio of
the vertical forc'f and the feed force is
essentially a measure of the grinding
fluid's effectiveness. -

New Developments
Thereare several new developments in

the field of lubricating fluids for tl'l? gear
manufacturing industry.

Microemulsions are generally clear IL~e
synthetic solutions. Really an offshoot of
semi-synthetics, microemulsions 'contain
a small amount of mineral oil in addi-
tion to the other components which are
soluble in water. The difference is that

microemulsions are formulated to have
smaller micells than semi-synthetic emul-
sions; hence, they have more dispersed
particles, The small micells aUow almost
all incident light. to be transmitted. The
small miceUs mean microemulsions are
generally marie stable than soluble oils or
semi-synthetics, Microemulsions have a
number of other advantages including
low tendency to foam, non-corrosive
properties, high detergency and wet out,
reduced tendency to form insoluble
soaps,easy rnixability and longer life ..

Synthetic hydrocarbons compounded
with suitable diester fluids are yielding
new high-molecular-weight synthetic
fluids with superior viscosity index and
shear stability compared to convendal
polymer-based viscosity improvers in
hydrocarbon base stock. Synthetic
hydrocarbons exhibitexcellent oxidation
and hydrolitic stability and have a very
high HIm strength. These synthetics are
more resistant to breakdown under high
temperature, and they are now being
blended intoa number of different gear
cutting and grinding oils. Synthetic
hydrocarbons will probably not come
into more widespread use until their cost
decreases.

Conclusion
This article has reviewed lubrication

theory, fluid formulation, testmg and
process controls. Particular emphasis
was placed on factors affecting fluid
selection, classification and testing, to
shed light on the chemical background
and maintenance of gear cutting and
grinding fluids. Rapid advances in gear
manufacturing technology, combined
with customer demands for improved
product quality at lower cost, are mak-
ing it essential that manufacturers of
gears obtain maximum utilization from
every fluid used in a plant. Careful a't-
tention to the techniques outlined in this
article can improve Auid maintenance
through systematic checks. The attention
paid to lubrication should yield im-
proved product quality, higher produc-
tivity and lower overall costs.
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Appendix A

Human Compatibility. Cutting fluids
must be assessed not only from a
physical, chemical and metallurgical
standpoint, but also from the point of
view of operator acceptability and
safety. Health and safety considerations
are discussed in Appendix A.

After the physical, chemical and
metallurgical studies have been com-
pleted, it is important to assess the fluid's
acceptability from a operator's stand-
point. The oil-based or water-based fluid
of choice should not cause physiological
problems. It is important to recognize
that no material is competely hazard-

(continued on page 48)
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VIEWPOINT
(continued from page TO)

Shot Peening
r always take pleasure In learning new

techniques which appear In "Gear
Techno.logy". The publication IS very
helpful to the communication of engi-
neering informabon among investigators.
and I am proud of being one of (he
authors of articles.

Recently, I read the paper by Mr. N.K.
Burrell of Metal Improvement Co. ntled
"Improved Gear Ufe Through Controlled
Shot Peening", which appeared In the
September/October Issue, p. r 2. We are
also studYing the bending strength of
shotpeened carburtzed gear teeth; there-
fore, I am very interested In [he coverage
measurement method . 'Peenscan Pro-
cess" in his paper. I understand the
method is practical and useful for the
control of shot peening as weI! as the
measurement of coverage. I really nope
to. apply the Peenscan Process to our
experiment, so Iam anxious to have a
copy of the speCification"MIL -S-13l658"
and further Information on the coating
material "Dyescan." For example, what
is the address of the maker or dealer of
Dyescan. the price. directions for use,etc.

Katsumi Inoue
Tohoku University, Japan

Edilors Note'
Contact Ken Burrell at
Metal Improvement Company. Inc.
678 Winthrop Avenue
Addison. Illinois 60101
for further tntomvuion.

American Competitiveness

I want to commend you on your
timely edltonal. "The World-Our
Market."

The competitiveness of American In-
dustry is linked Inextricably to its ability to
trade freely in world markets. Your
editorial stressing the necessity of indus-
try's competitive role in a world market
faces the challenge of our changing
world.
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C C GEAR HO BE
WITH GENERAL NUMERIC 3MS/4S-6 AXIS CNC

NO PROBLEMS
- No gears to change
- No limit switches to set
- No mechanical cycles to adjust

JIUST PRODUCTIION
- 70% savings .in set-up time
- Full range of canned cycles
- Pitch accuracies to A'GMA 11

Full range of models 'Up to 72' Dia. a t'a i table:

Model ZFWZ OSCNC EZ 20.0" nia. - 2.5 D.P.

WMW MACHINERY INC.

570' Bra.dley Hill Road • IBI'auvelt,New York 10913
P,hQne (9141 358-3330 - 'Gear Dlv'.'on, Chicago, II.. {312l' 364-4530

CIRCLE A-12 ON READER REPLYCARD

It ISmy view that open, free trade IS
one of the main engines of economic
growth. prosperity and Jobs.

Your publication ISvery slick and pro-
fessional. Keep up the good workl

LeHers for this column should be
addressed to LeHen to the Editor,
GEAR TECHNOLOGY, P.O. Box
1426, Elk Grove Village, IL60007.
LeHers submitted to this column
become the property or GEAR
TECHNOLOGY. Names will be
withheld upon request; however,
no anonymous letten will be
published. Opinions expressed by
contrlbuton are not necessarily
those of the editor Dr publishing
staff.

Thomas J, Lynch
Regional Sales Manager
Hearst BUSinessMedia Corp.
IMN Division



Longitudinal Load Distribution . •.
(Continued from page 19)

a4, = - ~(l+f+y·)JPn + a2
6

a5= - KS{1+f+y')lPn - KS(f+Y')lPn - 6t -oR
2 6 1

a, = KS(1+f+Y')12Pn + 'Ot
6

(A.3)

(2) Torsional deflection

wt = [Js(1+.f) + J(y -1- f) lpnr~

(1+f ~ y '" 1+f+y')

Wt = [Js(1 +f) + Jy'jPnr2- g

(l+f+y' ~ y ~ l+f+b)

where K =~, K S= 64 J = 32 Is = 32
, ~Ed6 'irEd( TGd6' 1ICdf

(A.4)

do : pitch diameter [mm]
E : modulus of elasticity = 2.06x105 N I mm2

G : modulus of rigidity = 7.92xl04 N/mm2
o : displacement of bearing !mm]

Appendix B:
Effect of mesh stiffness on 'the load distribution factor
In the text the load distribution factors calculated by FEM

were compared w:ith the values in ISO 6336!l and AGMA
225.01. The latter standard wasrevised in 1982, and the gear
design is now based on the new standard AGMA 218.01. The
main effect OE this revision in estimating the load distribu-
tion factor is in evaluating the mesh stiffness, surely the essen-
tial point of the problem. A brief discussion follows to clarify
the effect of mesh stiffness on the load distribution factor.

The mesh stiffness G = 0.5 - 2 x l061b/in2 was recom-
mended for spur gears in AGMA 225.01, and the authors
adopted as a mean value G = 1.2 X 106 to demonstrate that

Fig. B.1I- Mesh stiffness

Fig. 11.2- Comparison of Longitudinal Load Distribution

the load distribution factor differs from the factor calculated
by FEM. The values are compared in Fig. 2 and Table 2. On
the other hand, AGMA 218.01 recommends the stiffness G
= 1.5 - 2 x 106, These values compare well with the stiff-

Ta'ble B.1 Comparison of longitudinall 10addistribuUon factor

NOTE: AGMA 225.01: G =1.2 x 106 IGJin2 AGMA 218,01: G - 2 x 106 IG/ln2
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ness obtained by Niemann and Reister's experiment as shawn
in Fig, 8,1. They are also dose to the stiffness calculated by
FEM,

In ISO 6336/1, the mesh stiffness S' the mean value of the
total stiffness, is used to estimate the load distribution Iac-
tor. Because of its definition, c1 may be used taestimate a
dynamic load, but it is nat logical far theestimation of the
load distribution, The single stiffness c', which is approxi-
mately equal to. the stiffness of atooth pair in the phase of
single pair contact, should be used instead, because the load
distribution factor KHi3is used to. evaluatea contact stress
at the operating pitch point. Furthermore. the root stress is
calculated for the worst loading condition (Iaading at the
highest point of single tooth contact), and the formula uses
the factor KF,s, which is related to KH(:i" The stiffness c' is
quite close to the stiffness calcuated by FEM as shown in
Fig. A.l.

The load distributions obtained from these stiffnesses are
illustrated in Fig. A. 2, which corresponds to Fig .. 2a in the
text. The load distribution obtained by AGMA 218.01 is fair-
ly close to. the result calculated by FEM. If the latter is
regarded as accurate, the stiffness G = 1.85 X 10" is recom-
mended in this case. Using c' makes the load distribution of
ISO very close to the result by FEM. The comparison of the
load distribution factors is summarized in Table B.1, which
corresponds to Table 2.
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invests her time in her work and her money
in u.s. Savings Bonds. Bonds now pay
competitive rates, like money market
accounts. Find out more, call
1·800·US-80NDS. \...

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
THE GREAT AMERICAN INVEsrMENr

Bonds held less, tba.1I five ye.ars 'earn 1I.lower flue. Apublic service of this publication.

,GEARS-SPLINES- -

~DESIGNAND TOOLING
., Custom gear deSign including noll-

standard pressure angles for more
strength.

• Programs 10 enter tooling data in·
to computer files and search for e~
isting cutters to cut a new gear or
spllne,

• 'Gearing computer software for
sale.

• Consulting servicesfor gear and
spline problems ..

VAN GERPEN.iREECE ENGINEERING
1502 Grand Blvd.

Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
(319) 266 4674

11.-. -'1
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Open your eyes and see JUs! how
many subjects are covered in the new
edition 01 the Consumer Information
Catalog. It's free just for the asking and
so are nearly half 01 the 200 federal
publications described inside. Book-
lets on subjects like financial and
career planning; eating right, exercis-
ing, and staying healthy; housing and
child care; lederal benefit programs.
Just about everything you would need
to know. Write today: We'll send you the
latest edition of the Consumer lntorrna-
tion Catalog. wl1ich is updated and
published quarterly. It'll be <i great
help, you'll see. Just write:
Consumer Iinformation Center
De,pt. TD, Pueblo, Col'orado 11009
U S General Services Administration

Bring In new customers
for your ousmess by aovernsmq In

GEAR TECHNOLOGY,
The Journal of Gear Manufacturing.

Call 1312),,437-6604

JUlyIAugust 1:98741



CUTTING FLUID SELECTION ...
(continued from page 43)

free, but most fluids can be handled
safely given adequate safeguards.

One cannot simply pay lip service to
the acceptability of a given lubricating
fluid. Both labor and the general public
are now demanding that industry operate
in a responsible manner that protects the
health of workers, the general public and
the environment. increasing public
pressure prompted by major chemical ac-
cidents in Bhopal. india, and several
similar, but less serious, accidents that
occurred in West Virginia, has prompted
the federal and state governments to
enact a number of new laws aimed at
eliminating or reducing risk of exposure
to hazardous chemicals.

One such law is the new federal stan-
dard on Hazard Communication (29
CFR 1910: 1200) thai was established by
the Department of Labor, Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA). As of November 25, 1985,
chemical manufacturers, importers and
distributors are required to:

a. Label containers of hazardous
materials and to provide Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) to
anyone purchasing these chemicals,

b. Notify their employees of the haz-
ardous materials in the workplace,

c. Demand appropriate training as to
the safe handling and use of these
materials,

d. Properly label all hazardous mate-
rials at the workplace,

e. Properly label all products shipped
from suppliers,

f. File Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS) that provide additional
health and safety information on all
hazardous materials in the
workplace,

g. Post employee rights under the act,

h. Be in compliance with all require-
ments of the Standard as of May
2:5, 1986, as an employer in S[C
Codes 20-39.

The new federal Standard on Hazard
Communication has had a significant im-
pact on all compounds containing
petroleum derived base stocks because
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OSHA has adopted the reports of several
major research groups into the Standard.

The International Agency for Research
on Cancer (lARC) has determined that
some base oils are carcinogenic. An oil
product which contains more than 0.1 %
of such a base oil will be required by
OSHA to have a statement On the
Material Safety Data Sheet that it con-
tains a carcinogenic component, and that
component must be identified. The pro-
duct container must also be labeled with
such information. The oils in question
are primarily napthenic oils that have not
undergone severe hydrogenation or sol-
vent extraction.

At the same time. OSHA also requires
that any product that contains a compo-
nent having a polynuclear aromatic
(PNA) content greater than 0.1 % to con-
tain a statement to that eHect on the
MSDS, as substances that contain .PNA
are considered carcinogenic. Again, the
product container must be labeled with
such information.

Chlorine in the form of chlorinated
paraffin is a. widely used extreme pressure
agent. Chlorinated paraffins have been
tested, and OSHA requires that two
types of these materials must indicate the
presence of a carcinogen on both the
drum label and the MSDS.

The concern over the carcinogenic
nature of some base oils is justifiable
from a health standpoint, as well as from
the viewpoint of potential for adverse
employee reaction and litigation. Users
of all types of lubricating Huids are ad-
vised to be familiar with the Standard
and come into compliance.

Most manufacturers of gears use a
wide variety of lubricating fluids and
various chemicals. but do not actually
manufacture or import them for sale to
others. Therefore, the May 25, 1986, date
was the important cutoff for employers
in SIC Codes 20-39, in that their Hazard
Communications training program had
to be in place by that date.

There is a good deal of confusion
relating to the labeling of non-chemical
products. The OSHA standard does not
require manufacturers of non-chemical
products to label or to supply Material
Safety Data Sheets to customers. The
Standard provides complete exclusion for
four categories of items including articles.
GeMS are an example of an article. While

customers of those items may request
Material Safety Data Sheets from their
suppliers, it is not a legal requirement for
the supplier to provide one. Ultimately,
many suppliers of articles are providing
Material Safety Data Sheets, but it really
is not necessary.

The OSHA Hazard Communication
requirement is a good one. and manage-
ment should support the law to the fullest
extent possible ..There has to be a genuine
commitment to increasing the health and
safety of both labor and management.
The compliance program must start from
a base of respect for every individual
employed by a company. No company
has ever gotten into financial difficulty
or in trouble with OSHA because it
adhered to a strict set of ethical
principles.

Acknowledgement: Presented Qt the SME Gem Pro-
cesslllg Q1Id MIllluiuctwing Clinic. Novembi'r 11·13.

SdLQu.mburg. IL.



FOR ASTER
EASY 'TO' I'NS,TAIlIL - Becauiselof' Its smailisize and we'lght, tihe FORMIASTER ,does not re-
qulre major machine modifications and can be Installed on nearly any glrii,:nde.r.II,nstallat,lon can
usually be accomplishied ln less tnan a ,day. . .-
EASY TO 'OPERATE - Two axis desiilgn sim:pllf,lies Iprogrammlng and opera.tlon. ¥,ou can
cheese between four popular contrails that fea.ture menu and G·Cod'e proglrammlng, glr,aphlc
slmulaticn,autcmaUc comer r,ounding, autornauc diamond! thlcknesa compensation, and
more,

MAIDE IINI U.S.A.

IPatent INa,.4,559,,919

IMPROVES, ACCURACY

REIDUCES, WHEIE'L
DRESSliNG TIME

,AC'CUIRATE, - To within ± .0001" of IIHogrammedldimension" with repsat accuracy to within
.00006"'. Extra precision rouer bea.rlng ways" pr,e-Ioaded roller screws and optlical linear
eneoders.as well assaperlor ,design ,and construction" give tne FOR~_~A'STER,the'ability to holdl
lnsnecncn gage accuracy.
IPROD!UCTIVE - No templatea or speclal dl!amond rolls a're needed" so lead times and too!ll·
Ingl Inventories are reduced. Most fcrrns can be programmed and dressed In, ready tcgrllnd In
30 to' 45 mlnutes. IRefres:hlnglthe form between g'rlndlng passes Is accompllshedl In seconds.
VEIR.SATIILE - Can be used wlthsllngle' point diamonds or with optional rotary diamond
wheelaUachment. INearly any ',oll'mcan be,dressed qulck'liy, easilliyand accurately.
DUR~ABLIE. - Hard seals are close'ly fitted and are air purged to totally exclude 'contamina-
tion. Sealed servo, motors, automatic lubricaUon and t,otally enctosed encoders minimize down
time and ensure long service life.

IP,.O,.Box 69
Arden, N'C 28704
(704) 684 ..1002

P.O. B,o.x 207
N,orlhvlUe" Mil 48187

(3,13) 349 ..2644
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ErERY1IIIIS YI'

'1IIli
ABIlIIT
"'IIICIIIB'
,BEl"
The production of ,pararl'el-axls -
spur and helical - gears lhas, JuS!
undergone such a ,maJor ,change' 'that
most ,machInery In luse' today Is
obsolete.
'Gleason CNC Systems compatible hot)..
bing machines ha~ wrinena whole
new set of ru.leson how to produce spur
and helicalgears profitably. The Gleason
CNC nobtiers offer highest volume .•
highest degrees of flexibility and fastest
changeover. 'i.t'hat's more you can get
automatic hob and fixture change plus
automatic pan load;lunload.

That's why auto transmission plants
throughout the world are equipped with
Gleason hobbers. And that's, why
Gleason's production hobbingcapability
is rapidly lbecomingthe wor1d standar;d
for gear production.

T,he real Gleason plus is the worldwide
nerwore of service and application
engineering support that Gleason pro--
vides. The result consistently is this:
maximum equipment reliability, maxi-
mum uptime and highest quality gear
output.

Call now to leam more about the paral,-
lel-axjs gear production of today -and
tomorrow T,he Gleason Works, 1000
Univeriity Avenue. Rochester, NY 14692.
Detroit 131131353-5205.

Gleason
Tlh - Warld ,a' GI•• 'I":lngl
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